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THE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

STRATEGIC OPPORTUNITY

• North American box office revenues were $10.6 billion in 2010
• Independent films were 3.3 billion — or 31% of the North American box office.                 
• Global box office has risen significantly the last five years, proving it to be both recession proof
and anti-cyclical — and American movies still fuel the pipeline.
• World-wide box office revenue was 31.8 billion (up 8% over 2009).

The future for low and modest-budget independently financed feature films continues to be
bright. Their commercial viability has increased steadily in the past decade. Recent films like The
King’s Speech, The Fighter, True Grit, and The Blind Side are evidence of the strength of this
market. 

Over the past five decades the world of visual entertainment has evolved from an industry domi-
nated solely by the major motion picture studios, into a place where independent films, and alter-
native forms of entertainment - as well as major motion pictures - all share success and
popularity. The technologies of television, video, satellites, and downloadable content have pro-
vided the massive exposure that’s created an enormous audience for visual entertainment. This
vast audience, compiled of large demographics that span the spectrum, is smart — but only will-
ing to spend their hard-earned dollars on creative story ideas that have universal themes of hope
and optimism during a difficult time.

Technology has made filmmaking better and less expensive while audiences have proven repeti-
tively that good independent films are where they’re willing to spend their revenue — making in-
vestment in films with a strong story line and appropriate budgets seer economic sense. In todays’
worldwide economy, who wants to depend upon the vagaries of precious metals, commoditys,
stocks ... or real estate? There is demand for independent films, and little in the major studio
pipeline to fill it.

THE COMPANY

Tri-Laurel Productions is an enterprise engaged in the development and production of a motion
picture entitled HIGH FLIGHT for theatrical release. The company has secured the rights to the
motion picture, and the goal is to make an intelligent, entertaining film built on a well-crafted
script that is already been read and respected by many in Hollywood. The heart of this feature is
an action packed, dramatic story that inspires audiences with its universal themes of integrity,
love, and sacrifice for a greater good — as well as being commercially viable in the independent
film marketplace. Considering that the story is integral to both the United States and Europe, its
high commerciality is viable both in the U.S. and abroad. 

At the core of the company are the founders who bring to the company successful entrepreneurial
experience and in-depth expertise in all phases of entertainment, including a long history in pro-
ducing top-rated television dramas, and recently a major motion picture. With established and
long respected ties in the entertainment industry, the assurance of hiring a solid director and a
strong cast is great. 

The producing partners and the management team are skilled in every aspect of the entertainment
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industry. Business and art take years to coalesce, and this team understands both the business of
running a company and the ever changing technical aspects of entertainment — along with pos-
sessing extensive experience in the creative arts. Each member has had a lifelong love affair with
motion pictures — and is committed to making HIGH FLIGHT an important and entertaining
film.  (Full resumes are found in the appendix section.) 

The company’s acutely aware that the process is not just about putting together a good team that
can handle a budget— and from that, finding the best creative solutions. It’s about finding a story
that resonates by a talented and experienced writer. Tri-Laurel Productions has done just that by
finding and developing HIGH FLIGHT.

THE FILM

Not only is there a good market for the small film made with attention to quality and budget —
but in today’s unpredictable world, there is also a need for stories that strike a cord deep within
individuals; stories that reflect values and resonate with hope. 

Peter Colley’s original screenplay, HIGH FLIGHT, is an intense romantic triangle played out
against the life-or-death tapestry of World War II and a civilization on the brink of destruction.
Our story takes place on the small Mediterranean island of Malta — a small country off the coast
of Italy unexpectedly caught thousands of miles behind enemy lines. Through the bravery of the
men and woman on that tiny island, Malta becomes the turning point for victory for the Allies.
Caught within that world are two pilots – an American enlisted in the RAF and an English officer
— and the woman they both love. Through continued acts of selflessness and bravery, each
grows to understand the true power of unconditional love … and the meaning of letting go in the
best tradition of a great romantic film. 

Set amidst the aerial defense of the island of Malta where the course of history was changed dur-
ing WWII, this real life drama is based on the wartime experience of Peter Colley’s mother and
father. This is an incredibly moving epic about courage, passion and the human drive for free-
dom.

In comparing HIGH FLIGHT to today’s films, The King’s Speech is an outstanding example of a
story that is the embodiment of courage, responsibility and a duty to a high cause. It was made
for a modest budget but with a compelling story that drew excellent talent … and won the hearts
of millions.  Made for 12.8 million it is now expected to reach near 350 million in gross box of-
fice revenues — with worldwide DVD and TV sales usually matching box office.

HIGH FLIGHT also carries with it similar themes of isolation, dignity, lost love, and fighting for
a higher cause, as does the most popular film of all time, Casablanca —and thematically treads
in similar territory as Titanic, whose story is told in a similar isolated “world.” With its action,
drama, and romance set in a life-or-death-environment, Titanic broke records as the highest
grossing film of all time. 

THE INDUSTRY

For the most part, the majority of the high-budgeted “big tent” films — the staples of the majors
— were failing when the economy collapsed; people were turning to the new forms of entertain-
ment that flooded our landscape this past decade. When the recession hit like a tsunami, it actu-
ally helped the flagging box office … people again returned to the escapism that only a darkened
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theater could provide in hard times. For all films box office revenue was helped by an increase in
ticket  prices – giving the impression at first glance that the studios were actually getting out suc-
cessful films. By looking at the incredible increase of the production budgets and promotion, one
can see why weak and unimaginative stories appear to be pulling in large returns — only to find
that many times they were just breaking even, at best.

Independent films on the other hand have been growing in quality and popularity every year. So
while people have gone to the movies more in the past few years, they have chosen their films
carefully … and independent films have benefited both at the box office and during awards sea-
son. Because of the internet and our vast social networking system, well crafted-well budgeted
independent films have received even more attention through “word of mouth” . . . exposure
even the studios can’t buy. 

The independent market as a whole has expanded dramatically in the past 15 years — reaching
$3.3 billion in 2010. During that same time the total domestic box office has more than doubled
to $10.6 billion (domestic box office was $5.5 billion in 1995). And in just the last five years, the
international box office market — where American films fuel the pipeline — has grown from
$23.1 billion in 2005 to 31.8 billion in 2010.

Since 2005, Academy Award nominees for Best Picture were dominated by independently fi-
nanced films — films that garnered (and won) many of the other major Oscar nominations.  And,
in four of these last five years, the Academy Award winner for Best Picture has gone to an inde-
pendent film. 

Due to recent changes in technology which have dramatically changed the way films are made,
the quality of independently financed films look and sound as good as those made in Hollywood
studios, while remaining free from creative restraints. Widely recognized as a recession-proof
business, the entertainment industry has historically prospered during periods of decreased in-
come, as people need an escape from reality – even with ticket prices up and alternative forms of
entertainment available. Today’s vast audience – which spans generations – is smart in its choice
of movies, and refuses to be held hostage to the studios’ mega-flops.

Tri-Laurel has created a chart of 57 films for reference used throughout this business plan. It is
located at the end of “The Industry” section on page : 

Outstanding Independent Films $30 Million & Under
With Profitable Gross Theatrical Box Office, 2000 to 2010

THE MARKETS

The script’s assets — its genre, themes, and conflicts, both physical and emotional — appeal to
the widest possible audience. A unique World War II story with a powerful love story at its core,
HIGH FLIGHT reflects a subject matter that moves the human spirit in an action-packed fight
for life or death. These assets attract both the 18 to 49, and the over-50 demographics (who, at
the center of their careers, have the largest amount of discretionary dollars for entertainment) —
meaning that HIGH FLIGHT will be commercially exploitable to a mass audience. The film will
inspire hope in audiences worldwide as the story reflects the same qualities and popularity that
our greatest and most beloved films possess.

DISTRIBUTION
The motion picture industry is highly competitive, with much of a film’s success depending on
the skill of its distribution strategy. As an independent producer, Tri-Laurel Productions aims to 3



negotiate with major distributors for release of their film. The production team is committed to mak-
ing this film an attractive product in theatrical and other markets.

INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY AND FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS 

The audience as a whole is seeking out independent films – thereby making modestly budgeted films
a better than ever place to invest. With the economy showing small signs of loosening, and inde-
pendent films garnering attention, awards, and profits … there is a need for good, well-produced sto-
ries to satisfy the ticket cost — especially in light of the ever-growing increase in alternate forms of
entertainment.  

The Company is seeking an equity investment of approximately $21 million for development and
production of HIGH FLIGHT, the feature film. Using a moderate revenue projection and an assump-
tion of general industry distribution costs, Tri-Laurel Productions projects (but cannot guarantee)
gross worldwide revenue of $89.50 million, with pretax producer/investor net profit of $54.14 mil-
lion.

CONCLUSION

Art comes out of discipline … without discipline, art is only chaos. 
That statement reflects what true producing is: 
Everything stems from the budget — finding creative solutions by respecting the dollars.

The Producing Team’s Assets:
• The Tri-Laurel Productions’ Team has heavy industry experience, and solid creative relationships. 
• Extensive entrepreneurial experience in business.
• A thorough understanding of the marketplace.
• And, the love of good storytelling through the motion picture medium.

The Film’s Assets:
• HIGH FLIGHT is a true, well-crafted story that takes place on a small island and changes the
course of World War II.
• A powerful love story is played out against this action-filled and exciting tapestry.
• The values and themes of this story resonate with all demographics — and is exactly what we turn
to in difficult times. 

The Marketplace Assets:
• Everyone wants to escape into the theater experience … but are now resisting expensive studio
mega-flops. 
• In today’s marketplace, the audience is seeking good independent films, especially in light of the
high ticket price. 
• HIGH FLIGHT is targeted to each demographic and audience quadrant (men, woman, old, young).
• The Independent Film has proved it’s growing exponentially in success and mass popularity. 
• Viable investment: Audience demand and the track record of good independent films have proved
that this is an excellent time to invest, and that profits can be rewarding.
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2. THE COMPANY

Charles Floyd Johnson has helmed many successful network dramas, rising through the ranks
from a production coordinator to executive producer — and his continued record of producing or
executive producing top-rated shows is second to none. Recently George Lucas and Charles pro-
duced the motion picture, Red Tails. The film, a true story of the Tuskegee Airmen triumph during
World War II, is due out in early 2012.  

Diane Robison, as an experienced lifelong entrepreneur, has continually advanced her knowledge
and skills in the multi-fields of entertainment — and complements her partner in every aspect.
With a relationship built on trust, mutual respect and unified style - and forged under fire, Charles
and Diane formed Tri-Laurel Productions. The company’s principal purpose is to find and create,
develop, and nourish quality motion picture and television product.

Tri-Laurel Productions’ first film, HIGH FLIGHT, is a true story played out against the back-
ground of World War II, and written by international playwright, Peter Colley. A small island sud-
denly caught behind enemy lines, Malta’s sheer survival depends on the aerial exploits of the few
existing RAF pilots, and the daily bravery of its inhabitants. Unfolding within this tapestry is a
love story between an American pilot and a young English woman — both learning the real re-
sponsibility of love. The sacrifices made, and courage displayed by all on this tiny Mediterranean
island, are eventually credited with turning the tide of WWII for the Allied powers.

How could any story be more interesting or more worthy? This company’s goal is achievable:
With excellent production value, using today’s latest technology, and shot on Malta at the
Mediterranean Film Studios (a full-service studio, world-renowned for its water SFX facility),
HIGH FLIGHT has been budgeted for $21 million. Staying within the $20 to $25 million-dollar
range allows us make an exciting film without sacrificing quality, while giving us room to draw
good actors and a top upcoming director. 

It’s a good market for the small film made with attention to quality and budget. There is a need
and hunger for stories that strike a deep cord within individuals, no matter what the age. Stories of
value with no limit of excitement — stories of life.

HIGH FLIGHT is just such a story— and for it’s potential as an independent film today, the com-
pany looks to two other timely examples:  

• The King’s Speech — made for a modest budget with excellent talent, won the hearts of 
millions with its themes of integrity and responsibility wrapped in the price of fulfilling 
one’s destiny. Made for 12.8 million it is now expected to reach 350 million — with 
worldwide DVD and TV sales most likely matching box office.
• Casablanca — the magical, flawless and most popular film of all time that was made in 
1942 for just fewer than one million dollars — carries the same themes of isolation, dig-
nity, lost love, and fighting for a higher cause, as does HIGH FLIGHT.

Tri-Laurel Productions, General Background: 

Tri-Laurel Productions has created two hour-long series (Georgetown and Black Inc.) now in
treatment form with writers being assigned. Their most demanding project has been the develop-
ment of a reality variety show — the project was recently joined by award winning producer Ken
Ehrlich (producer/director of multiple Grammy Awards; producer of Celine Dion’s new legendary
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Caesars Palace show). Tri-Laurel also has optioned the rights for two books: The third book in
Connie Shelton’s Charlie Parker Mystery Series — with an extensive treatment completed by the
company for a limited series. And Red Water, Red Water by Elaine Kapach, now a theatrical play
that has had its first staged reading.

HIGH FLIGHT is an exciting and highly viable film that rounds out Tri-Laurel Productions’ slate.

COMPANY FOUNDERS/MANAGEMENT

Charles Floyd Johnson and Diane Robison met in the Producers Guild of America — and spent
many years committed to moving the guild forward at a time when there was great concern that
the guild, as it was, might have to close its doors. They, and those producers who worked tire-
lessly during those years, are credited with turning the guild around. 

Charles and Diane worked on major events, seminars and  productions. They produced nine of
the Guilds’ then new Golden Laurel Awards (now the Producer’s Guilds Awards) of which Diane
was one of the original creators. Charles created  — and he and Diane produced the first three —
the PGA Oscar Micheaux Award (the first of its kind in this industry, now the PGA Diversity
Award). Also, Diane created, published and edited – under her own company — the PGA maga-
zine, Point of View (now called Produced By, and is published in-house by the PGA) 

The awards ceremonies and the magazine became viable staples in the industry and brought the
Producers Guild into the 21st Century. Both served on the PGA’s Board of Directors for a number
of years.

Credit Highlights — complete resumes can be found in the appendix section.

Charles Floyd Johnson, Producer
Producer, LucasFilm, Red Tails
Responsible for over 700 hours of television programming, including
• Executive Producer, NCIS – 8 seasons.
• Co-Executive Producer, JAG — 9 years.
• Producer/Co-Executive Producer — Quantum Leap, Rockford Files, and Magnum P.I.
• Executive Producer, TV Movies – Silver Fox and Revealing Evidence.

• Emmys — 3
• Emmy nominations — 7
• The Caucus of Producers, Writers & Directors Chairman’s Award
• The Producers Guild of America Diversity Award
• Minorities in Broadcasting The Ron Brown Pacesetter’s Award 
• Howard University, Washington DC Outstanding Alumnus Award

Diane L. Robison, Producer
• Creator/Producer PGA awards, 9 years.
• Owned & Published PGA magazine, 10 years – internationally distributed.
• Co-Writer, iconic TV industry book, A Martian Wouldn’t Say That – now in re-release.
• Produced/Supervised “Broadway” production shows - plus all other entertainment venues - for
Royal Caribbean Cruise Lines. 
• Producer/Production Stage Manager, John Cassavete’s Repertory Theatre Productions
• Produced/Created pilots, Movie Talk & The Entertainers (continue) 6



• Kennedy Center Award of Excellence
• The FitzSimons Award, PGA’s prestigious achievement award — first woman recipient.  
• Maggie Award nominations — 2

The Partnership and HIGH FLIGHT

Each partner has extensive industry ties and brings important skills to this project. While they pro-
vide a built-in back up for one another in every area, Diane has used her editorial skills to help pol-
ish the screenplay with the writer, Peter Colley, and Charles has strong, well-respected working
relationships with numerous directors and writers. 

In every arena both partners have been heralded for their leadership qualities, and together their
teamwork has been tested. Foremost, they are committed to the same work ethic and vision: Be-
lieving in a personal responsibility to the budget … and to the integrity of the story, from both a
production and audience perspective. 

ORGANIZATION TEAM 

The primary strength of any company is not just its management, but also those who are a vital
part of the team. With extensive experience in business, the entertainment industry and the creative
arts, these team members are valuable assets, as well as outstanding individuals with whom to
work. (Full resumes can be found in the appendix section.)

Erica McIntosh, Associate Producer
Starting out with a personally tailored degree from California State University, Long Beach (a
Bachelor’s Degree in Film and Television that reflected a business emphasis on Production Man-
agement), Erica has years of television experience as a production coordinator and production su-
pervisor — and recently as producer on a short-length feature film. 

Erica has already been invaluable to HIGH FLIGHT, and continues to establish her reputation
around town as a Production Coordinator/Supervisor. She is not only knowledgeable, but also
maintains high-caliber relationships with vendors who are inclined to strike budget-friendly quality
equipment and service deals with her. 

Taking her position on the hierarchy of the non-creative Producing Team seriously — along with a
never-ending thirst for knowledge about the industry — Erica’s knack for details and savvy com-
munication skills have afforded her the opportunity learn all crew positions over the years …
firmly believing that “As a production manager or line-producer, how can you effectively manage
a crew if you have no idea what their job entails on a daily basis? This applies equally for a associ-
ate producer or a co-producer — both who must make decisions quickly.” 

Erica has a strong business aptitude and handles finances effectively, but has also proved that she
is very hands-on as the core production “facilitator” in which everyone in a production relies. She
is one who can multi-task, keeping everyone on time and on budget, with the ability to switch di-
rections in an effortless heartbeat. Erica is the true “nexus of production” — and will continue to
serve HIGH FLIGHT and her team well.
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Peter Colley, Screenwriter
Peter is an award-winning Canadian writer based in Los Angeles and Toronto. His stage plays
have been produced in 27 countries, 48 of the 50 states in the USA, and every province in Canada.
In fact, for his body of work, the Canadian press called Mr. Colley “a national treasure.” He has
also written for film and television – and his craft and his professional work ethic make him a
dream with whom to collaborate. HIGH FLIGHT is the true story of Malta and it’s major impact
on World War II . . . and of his parents.

Don Klein, Executive Producer
As a personal manager, legal consultant, and creative collaborator for the team, Don has repre-
sented Charles Floyd Johnson for 15 years and Tri-Laurel Productions since its inception. A gradu-
ate of New York University Law School, Don was an agent and eventually Vice President with a
boutique talent agency for 21 years until he opened his company in 1992. 

During Don’s thirty-five years in the entertainment field, he has excelled not only in his scope as
literary agent and personal manager, but has adopted a creative and entrepreneurial record of
achievement.

In 1992, Don produced, co-wrote and co-financed the theatrical feature Frozen Assets, a sophisti-
cated romantic comedy starring Shelley Long, Corbin Bernsen, and Larry Miller and directed by
George Miller. He oversaw the theatrical distribution of the film and licensed the movie to 20th

Century Fox — and the movie has aired successfully on several of the major cable channels. Don
is the exclusive owner of all rights to the film.

This independent feature, which was Don’s first creative effort, has continued to be a profitable in-
vestment and a successful creative production. 
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3. THE FILM

Every year throughout this last decade we’ve seen the demand for smaller, well-produced, well-
crafted stories that have become staple of successful independent films. Of course, the latest exam-
ple is this year’s runaway hit and Oscar winner, The King’s Speech. Through good times and bad,
stories that touch a universal cord are what the public has always flocked to see … no matter how
many new wonderful venues there are in which to be entertained. Not unlike the great legends
passed down to us through the ages, motion pictures will always capture one’s imagination and
hold tight onto the audience’s heart. Good stories are our legacy to each other and to each genera-
tion.

This is how we communicate. Compelling stories … stories with shared values … good over evil
in spite of the sacrifices. There continues to be a need and hunger for stories that resonate within
individuals, no matter what the age. HIGH FLIGHT is just such a story. 

And … every bit of action, passion, and heroism . . . is true.

This story takes center stage at the pivotal turning point in WWII. As on-going front-page news in
all free counties, it was watched by the world as Western Civilization defended its reason to exist.
Although certainly more than a footnote in the history books, it’s now a story of greatness un-
known to the general public. 

Played out against the tapestry of World War II … our story takes place on the small Mediter-
ranean island of Malta. The world that exists there is completely isolated and alone when Italy
joins Germany in the war, and Malta is suddenly caught thousands of miles behind enemy lines. 

Nearly pummeled out of existence, the island’s very survival depends on the bravery of its occu-
pants and the pilots who were willing to fend off the German Luftwaffe with three biplanes. Real-
izing that the heroic actions on Malta are making a difference in the tide of the war, Churchill
(with FDR’s encouragement) decides not to abandon the island to the enemy and sends over a
dozen spitfires – at great sacrifice of lives and aircrafts. These spitfires cut off the German’s supply
line to North Africa and turn change the course of history.

Caught within this world is an American pilot and the women he loves, an aristocratic English
woman who found herself out of step with the society to which she was born. As each finds the
courage to do more than they ever expected they could, their love unfolds and inspires them …
often forcing them to make choices that put their love at risk. 

The triangle is complete, as an English officer — having a lifelong love for the very woman who
deserted him for another man — becomes a catalyst in the destiny of our American hero.

What greater lesson of good over evil — the endurance of this community defending the only
world they know. Picture this: An island idyllic beneath the bountiful stars at night with the azure
blues waves lapping at its shores …  and then its peaceful residents awaking each morning to face
a day of their home being blitzed by a truly evil empire.
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S Y N O P S I S :S Y N O P S I S :

H I G H  F L I G H TH I G H  F L I G H T

It’s the darkest days of WWII and a tiny island garrison suddenly finds itself trapped a thousand
miles behind enemy lines - abandoned as a lost cause. The unexpected speed of the Nazi advance
has also trapped the garrison’s service wives on the island. Surrounded by the Nazis, a rag-tag
bunch of transport pilots from England, Canada and the US, whose planes have been destroyed,
steal three obsolete biplanes left behind b\y the fleeing British navy and put up a legendary defense
against staggering odds. Together they fight off the might of the Luftwaffe and turn the tide of the
war in Europe:

The startling onslaught of the Nazi juggernaut in 1940/41 had put the British Mediterranean
air base on the island of Malta achingly vulnerable . . . only ten minutes flying time from Nazi
airfields. 

Malta was clearly indefensible, but someone forgot to tell the few pilots left stranded on the
island. Although they had no fighter planes, when the British navy fled, it abandoned three old
torpedo biplanes packed in crates in the dockyard. These three planes were patched together by
the stranded pilots and hurled against the Luftwaffe. Their resulting handwork on the three bi-
planes would became the legendary FAITH, HOPE, and CHARITY. The assembly of these rag-
tag planes provided the basis for these pilot’s miraculous assaults against the Nazis and,
ultimately, their heroic defense that saved the island. Rommel personally blamed his defeat in
North Africa on their amazing success. 

The Nazi blitzkrieg also trapped airmen’s wives and girlfriends on Malta, and these brave
women saw no choice but to fight alongside their men in a desperate battle for survival. 

In the midst of it all were three young, attractive people whose lives simultaneously inter-
twined while the war was being raged. This triangle of lives were inextricable bound and forever
altered by a war of survival. 

This is the true story of one rakish American pilot, “Dakota” Boyd, a pre-war hotshot stunt
flier demoted to flying cargo planes after slugging an officer, and Celeste Allenby-Tate … the
aristocratic Englishwoman with whom he fell in love. Celeste is a feisty young woman who de-
fied her parents by flaunting her upbringing, with its accompanying rules of British society, and
ran away to join her lover on the brink of war. This is the story of their struggle to survive the
devastation of war under siege. 

Completing the triangle is a class born RAF officer, Flight Lieutenant Justin Mannering,
10



whose pain from loving Celeste since childhood causes him the hardest battle of the war — not
letting her love for another man dictate his responsibilities as an officer. Justin must now both
compete for, and empathize with, Celeste’s love for this Johnny-Come-Lately, Dakota. More
than once, Dakota’s fate will be put in Justin’s hands.

Incensed by the island’s refusal to surrender, Hitler ordered the island crushed by the great-
est aerial assault the world had ever seen. Often flying against odds of 20 to 1, these incredible
pilots and the women they loved defiantly held out under the under the most brutal bombard-
ment and starvation. During the siege, Celeste could look up and see Dakota’s plane in life-and-
death dogfights in the skies right above their home. Despite her genteel upbringing, she put on a
uniform, and drove an ambulance under fire . . . joining the fight with all of the inhabitants to
save the island.

HIGH FLIGHT delivers this amazing saga with a story never before played out against such
a unique backdrop. And, as the island turns the tide of history, our three main characters struggle
against impossible odds to prove that giving up is never an option.

HIGH FLIGHT is budgeted at $25 million dollars. A good portion of the filming will be based on
the island of Malta itself. Budgetary incentives are offered on this historical island, and Malta pos-
sesses a full-service studio that is world-renowned for its water SFX facility. On the south-eastern
side of the island, Mediterranean Film Studios (MFS) boasts one indoor tank and two large exterior
water tanks that are situated along the coast and therefore enjoy a natural horizon. They are amongst
the largest in the world.

HIGH FLIGHT’s greatest assets are the draw of a unique true story (with almost every production
amenity on the island of the story’s origin), a well-crafted screenplay on a proven subject matter,
and the producing teams’ ability to draw on important relationships with actors and directors. 

Real life stories have always been of interest, but films based on true stories have become even
more popular and successful at the box office during the last few years — The Blind Side, which
was made in 2009 for a modest 28 million (considering the stars involved), won two major Acad-
emy Awards and has had a world-wide box office gross of $309.2 million

It’s a good market today for the small film made with attention to quality and budget. And, there is
a hunger for exciting stories that strike a deep cord within all of us, no matter the age. 

The King’s Speech is the recent outstanding example of just such a film — made for a modest
budget with a compelling story that attracted excellent talent. The investors, the producer, the direc-
tor and the stars will all have a hefty share of the profits — and $100 to $150 million is projected to
make it’s way back to the UK, which was also an investor. Its success can be repeated. 11



Everyone was able to share in the revenues from the making of The King’s Speech by having a rea-
sonable budget and sticking to it. Success was reward with profits after the worldwide audience
turned in their vote. The producers didn’t hit their potential profit ceiling with a bloated budget.

The driving universal themes in HIGH FLIGHT are played out against the background of a world
war that will always have stories of human triumph to tell … saving western civilization from the
brink of annihilation by an unthinkable enemy is a continual draw for audiences, generation after
generation.

Literally dozens of well-crafted, well-produced, award-winning stories have been filmed in the
same genre with the universal motifs of love, life, and death. 
Memorable, timeless winners that bring each generation back into a darkened theater such as: 

Seventh Heaven (1927 &1937)
A Farewell To Arms (1932 & 1937)
Stairway To Heaven (1946)
For Whom the Bell Tolls (1920 & 1950)
A Guy Named Joe (1943 & 1989)

Even An Officer and a Gentleman (1982), and Top Gun (1986) — two iconic movies made famous
in the 1980’s by the same large, powerful group that drives the market today — speak to the uni-
versal dynamics within all of us: 
Values, integrity, responsibility, and inspiration of the human spirit. 

HIGH FLIGHT — with its own unique voice — is just such a story.

NOTE: To see a more complete list of Hollywood’s most beloved films that compares to HIGH
FLIGHT in genre and theme . . . please refer to: “Comparable Films” sub-section of 
THE MARKETS section; Page 26
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4. THE INDUSTRY

The independent market as a whole has expanded dramatically in the last 15 years — and the fol-
lowing statistics give greater strength to the independent film’s place in today’s world.

At the Academy Awards from 2005 to 2010 the Best Picture category has been dominated
by independently financed films (and most of these films have usually garnered nominations in
other major categories as well): 

• 2005 — Three (3) independent films out of five (5) nominated, 
with Crash winning Best Picture Oscar.

• 2006 — Three (3) independent films out of five (5) nominated.
• 2007 — Four (4) independent films out of five (5) nominated, 

with No Country for Old Men winning Best Picture Oscar.
• 2008 — Four (4) independent films out of five (5) nominated, 

with Slumdog Millionaire winning Best Picture Oscar. 
• 2009 — Seven (7) independent films out of Ten (10) nominated, 

with The Hurt Locker winning Best Picture Oscar. 
Also: Sandra Bullock won the Oscar for Best Actress for her role in The Blind Side,
and Jeff Bridges won the Oscar for Best Actor for his role in Crazy Heart. 

• 2010 — Eight (8) independent films out of Ten (10) nominated, 
with The King’s Speech winning Best Picture Oscar. 

Also from The King’s Speech: Colin Firth’s Oscar for Best Actor, Tom Hooper’s
Oscar for Best Director, and David Seidler’s Oscar for Best Original Screenplay.

The future for quality independent films with smart but modest budgets continues to look impres-
sive, as their commercial viability has increased steadily over the past decade. Recent films with
outstanding grosses such as 2010’s The King’s Speech, The Kids Are All Right, Dear John, and Let-
ters to Juliet prove that the independent market (those financed without the majority of support
coming from one of the major six studios) is healthy worldwide. 

It’s important to note that 2009’s worldwide hit, The Blind Side — released by Warner Bros but fi-
nanced by indie company, Alcon Entertainment — added to the incredible upswing of the inde-
pendent film market that year. 

The Blind Side was “small” film in the $20 to $30-million-dollar range with the same underlying
values as HIGH FLIGHT. Even with a major star, a solid director, and excellent supporting actors,
the budget came at a respectable $29 million … but grabbed the attention of the world, along with
a gross box-office return of $309.2 million.  

That’s a very healthy profit margin of 86.1%.

Gross Profit Ratio (Margin) Formula: Assuming prints and advertising are generally equal to
1/2 the production cost, The Blind Side’s total cost would be $44 million. The formula for GP
Ratio/Margin is thus: 

$309.2 million — $44 million / by $309.2 million X 100 = 86.1%

Of course, that begs the question of “why” the majors got out of the business of supporting small
well-crafted films … perhaps because one needs to know what makes an appealing story — or
maybe the awards and profits just weren’t enough according to their accountants. 
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Outstanding Independent Films $30 Million & Under, With Profitable Gross Theatrical
Box Office, 2000 — 2010:

Please see the list Tri-Laurel Productions has created at the end of this section for all of the
independent films (or small studio films from their specialty divisions) that were
critical/commercial box office successes for $30 million dollars and under, for the last
decade. It’s a good sampling, and it’s an eye-opener.

THE STATE OF THE INDUSTRY

At the same time, there has been a dearth of quality big-budgeted films. It’s sad that as the first
quarter of 2011 ended, the box office receipts were down 25% year-to-date. Worse, the weekend
after the Oscars box-office was off more than 44% from Oscar weekend of 2010 … and that the
day after the Oscar telecast box-office hit a new low when Gnomeo beat Hall Pass to take the
number one place (The Wrap: “Crisis? Box Office Hits New Low as ‘Gnomeo’ beats ‘Hall
Pass’”). 

In this town, with the gigantic abundance of talent, passion and business acumen available, that’s
patently absurd. It’s no secret that failed movies are caused by an unprecedented amount of money
wasted by people who believe that films are widgets. Sadly, the long established thinking is that
mass entertainment can be made acceptable by chasing the latest fad and pumping enough dollars
into the project.  The American audience is no longer going to pay for force-fed dribble. Both ends
of the audience spectrum have come to a crashing halt when it comes to spending money for
movies that are not entertaining: Those with discretionary dollars (the largest group; 50+), and all
those who are enjoying captivating stories in video games on a variety of great platforms (the 18
to 49+).

Unfortunately, it appears that the majority of Hollywood mainstream has become a group of peo-
ple, to quote Oscar Wilde, “who know the price of everything and the value of nothing.”

So, all of this is very good for independent films — along with the very small films partially fi-
nanced by the remaining specialty divisions of the major six studios – Fox Searchlight and Sony
Classics. 
Conclusion: Good stories have excellent odds of commanding good returns if budgeted properly
and handled well. 

THE STATE OF THE ECONOMY

Investment in film becomes an even more attractive prospect as financial uncertainty has mounted
in the wake of Wall Street bailouts and the stock markets worldwide have become more volatile.
Recovery continues to be weakened by a cloud of uncertainty with economic problems here at
home and mounting problems around the world.

Widely recognized as a “recession-proof” business, the entertainment industry has historically
prospered even during periods of decreased discretionary income. Before our recent crash of
2008, the year the stock market experienced one of the biggest crashes in history was 1987, and
the motion picture industry enjoyed its highest gross receipts. This trend has continued to a high
degree throughout the extreme economic roller coaster of this past decade. It should be no surprise
that now, during a shaky recovery and global unrest, good stories that provide great escape are 14



needed more than ever.

In December, 2010, the Federal Reserve has reported that Americans re-opened their wallets and
increased the use of credit cards for the first time since August, 2008. Even during the worst of
our recession, and not unlike the great depression, Americans went to see films more than ever
before — although they were much more selective — bolstering a previously sagging box office
economy. They placed a priority on their entertainment — going out and sharing the magical ex-
perience of a movie in a darkened theater — even with countless new venues and platforms now
at their fingertips. Based on the fact that these difficult times are projected for many years in the
future, quality movies will continue to be a valued asset.

The U.S. film business is still a powerful growth engine. PricewaterhouseCoopers projects that
the overall filmed entertainment market will reach $44 billion in the United States in 2011 and
103.3 billion worldwide. Once dominated by the studio system, movie production has shifted to
reflect increasingly viable economic models for the independent film (of which technology has
played a significant part). The success of independent films has been helped by the number of
new production and smaller distribution companies emerging into the marketplace every day, as
well as the growing interest of major studios in acting as distributors in this market. In addition,
there has been a rise in the number of screens available for independent films.

PRODUCTION & EXHIBITION

The structure of the U.S. motion picture business has been changing over the past few years at a
faster pace as studios and independent companies have created varied methods of financing. Al-
though studios historically funded production totally out of their own arrangements with banks,
they now look to partner with other companies, both in the United States and abroad, that can as-
sist in the overall financing of projects. The deals often take the form of the studio retaining the
rights for distribution in all U.S. media, including theatrical, home video, television, cable, and
other ancillary markets. 

The studios, the largest companies in this business generally referred to as “the majors,” have
their own production facilities, along with a worldwide distribution organization. With a large
corporate hierarchy making production decisions and a large amount of corporate debt to service,
the studios aim most of their films at mass audiences.

Producers who can finance independent films by a source other than a major U.S. studio have
more flexibility in their creative decisions. They also have the ability to hire production person-
nal and secure other elements required for preproduction, principal photography, and postpro-
duction on a project-by-project basis. With substantially less overhead than the studios,
independents are able to be more cost-effective in the filmmaking process. Their films can be di-
rected at both mass and niche audiences, with the target markets for each film dictating the size
of its budget. Typically, an independent producer’s goal is to acquire funds from an equity part-
ner, completing all financing of a film before commencement of principal photography.

Production
As we know, there are four typical steps in the production of a motion picture: development, pre-
production, production, and postproduction.

Development & Preproduction: A writer is engaged to write a screenplay or a 
screenplay may be acquired and rewritten.  Creative personal and various technical per- 15



sonal are hired, shooting schedules and locations are planned along with other steps neces-
sary to prepare the motion picture for principle photography.

Production: Production commences when principle photography starts and, as a rule, lasts no
longer than three months.

Postproduction: The film is edited — transferring the original filmed material to a digital
media in order to work with the images. A score is mixed with dialogue, and sound effects
are synchronized into the final picture, and if needed, special effects 
are added.

The expenses associated with this four-step process for creating and finishing a 
film are referred to as its “negative costs.” A master is then manufactured for 
duplication of release prints for theatrical distribution and exhibition. Expenses 
for prints and advertising for the film are categorized as P & A and are not part of the negative
costs of the production (“usually” equal to 1/2 of the budget amount).

And, while technology is greatly improving the production and post-production process (along
with quality and costs), the dynamics and steps of producing a film (any film) or television show
are the same as they always have been. However, on-going technology is vastly revolutionizing
the speed and forms as to how we receive entertainment. 

Exhibition Where the magic meets the audience:

Theatrical

According to the latest figures by the MPAA, there are more than 39,000 screens in the U.S. as of
2010 – with the number of digital screens in the U.S. more than doubling and now comprising
40% of the U.S. screens. Also, globally the number of digital screens increased by 122% and
growth was generally consistent across all regions — each region more than doubling its digital
screen count.  

Film revenues from all other sources are often driven by the U.S. domestic theatrical performance.
The costs incurred with the distribution of a motion picture can vary significantly depending on
the number of screens on which the film is exhibited. Although studios often open a film on 3,000
screens or more on opening weekends (depending on the budget of both the film and of the mar-
keting campaign), independent distributors usually tend to open their films on fewer screens.

Not only has entertainment product been recession-resistant domestically, but the healthy domestic
box office has continued to drive up ancillary sales such as all rentals (downloads included) and
soundtracks, as well as raising the value of films in foreign markets.

International Theatrical Exhibition

Much of the projected growth in the worldwide film business comes from foreign markets, as dis-
tributors and exhibitors keep finding new ways to increase the box office revenue pool. 

More screens in Asia, Latin America, and Africa have followed the increase in multiplexes in Eu-
rope. The world screen count is predicted to remain stable over the next decade. Other factors are
the privatization of television stations overseas, the introduction of DBS (direct broadcast satellite)
services, and increased cable penetration. The blend of local and international (primarily 
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U.S.) product in European and Asian markets is expected to lead to future growth in screens and
box office.

Television

Cable networks since the early 1990’s have made cable (both basic and premium stations) one of
the most important outlets for feature films. Cable has become a far more important ancillary outlet
than network and independent television stations. 

The PPV (pay-per-view) business has continued to grow thanks to DBS (direct-broadcast satellite)
growth and rollouts by cable operators of NVOD (near-video-on-demand — setting what time of
day you want to watch from choices given). Both pay-per-view and pay television acquire their
film programming by purchasing the distribution rights from motion picture distributors.

VOD (video-on-demand – a form of “timeshifting;” watch it when you want it), and NVOD, are
projected to grow at a healthy rate over he next several years. By 2012, according to a London-
based market analysis firm, Informa Telecoms & Media —  909 million homes will have access to
true VOD or NVOD technology. That’s equivalent to 78% of the world’s television households.
North America will lead the way with close to 50% of the world’s VOD revenue and 25% of the
world’s combined VOD / NVOD revenue. Also, it’s important to note that while true VOD opera-
tors still use a free-content model to promote high customer awareness of the technology, there are
now signs that these services are successfully converting users into revenue generators – especially
as these services improve.

Home Video

The new “rental” models VOD & NVOD success gains come at a loss for the “sell-though-market”
which is … the DVD’s sold by home video companies to national video retailers which then
rent/sell the disks to consumers. 

Also, according to the Digital Entertainment Group, between consumer confusion over formats,
and the effect of the economy on player sales, overall disc sales have been declining for three years
in a row. However, things are not completely bleak. With VHS basically dead and Blu-ray taking
control of the once confusing DVD field, industry analyst SNL Kagan projects that in 2011, Blu-
ray revenue is projected to reach $3.53 billion (with HD, high-definition, taking 19% of the pie) —
and by 2014, Blu-ray will reach overall consumer spending of13 billion with HD is expected to ac-
count for 60% of the segment revenue. NOTE: Blu-ray plays both HD and regular DVD’s.

Future Trends

Revolutionary changes in the manner in which motion pictures are produced and distributed are
now sweeping the industry, especially for independent film. Also, Netflex and Redbox have conve-
niently changed the way we rent from an outside source, virtually eliminating the need for stores
like Blockbuster. But, that is just the beginning …

Downloading:  Companies like Amazon’s Video on Demand, Apple’s iTunes Store, CinemaNow,
PopMovz.com, Netflex, Hulu (for television, but premium movie subscription is coming soon) and
of course the original Movielink (which several of the majors owned and sold to Blockbuster, who
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then had to shut down its website in December, 2009), are providing films and other entertainment
programming for download on the Internet. 

New devices for personal viewing of films, including the PSP, Xbox, iPad2, video iPod, and
iPhone (or some form thereof - made by many manufacturers now), are gaining ground in the mar-
ketplace, expanding the potential revenues from home video and other forms of selling program-
ming for viewing. Their influence is expected to grow significantly over the next five years.

And, while it would be nice to think that the web is the new “Box Office” because the sale and
rental of movies over the Internet will grow dramatically over the coming years — Internet movie
sales and rentals will only represent a small portion of the motion picture industry’s revenues in
the immediate future.. 

Equally important to the future of films is the vast social networking among millions of people of
all demographics which is giving new motion picture releases — especially independent films like
The King’s Speech — a boost “greater than money can buy” in the marketplace. HIGH FLIGHT
shares that unique position.

BOX OFFICE

The end results for 2009 . . . 
Small indie films did make a big difference.  
The final total is 3.6 BILLION for the indie share of the North American box office based on the
totals for the ten highest grossing indie films that were available on December 31st 2009. 
NOTE: Indie films come in all sizes from the no-budgets like Open Water and Paranormal Activity to big-
ger budget films like Summit Entertainment’s Twilight series - budget $37M for the first film - and Dream-
Works Animation’s Monsters vs. Aliens, $175M. 

This defied the predictions of many that the disappearance of several studio specialty units would
hurt this segment of the industry. The truth is that most of their films considered independent were
acquired not produced. Logic would dictate that other companies would acquire those films for
distribution, and they did. In addition, with all the talk about alternative distribution, an initial
theatrical release is still the best path towards making an eventual profit on the film.

As we moved into mid-2010 . . . 
The domestic box office for independent films was at $1.75 billion — 5.3% ahead of the same pe-
riod in June, 2009. Also, it was holding at 35% of the total box office (of $4.96 billion) - which
showed a 4.1% gain over the same period of the previous year. 

Yet, even during this period of outstanding increases, early in 2010 there was talk about a “col-
lapse” of the indie as costs got out of hand (often by pursuing too many screens on opening week-
ends) and studio specialty divisions closed. But then in April of 2010, The New York Times
announced in a headline that we were in, “A Rebuilding Phase for Independent Film.” Actually,
many of the independent production and distribution companies had been moving forward at a
healthy pace all along. 

Summary 2010: Halfway through the year, the total box office for independent films in 2010 was
running 5 percent ahead of 2009. However … it slowed and ended 6% lower than last year (2009)
at $3.3 billion; 31 percent of the estimated total box office of domestic $10.6 billion. (Intelligence
Research Wrap Blog: Indies Still Deliver in 2010 Despite Box Office Downturn) 18



To put things in perspective: 
As the box office revenues increased, the indie’s kept pace in their percentage range of the overall
domestic box office; and generally have had a better return on their investment. All things being
said, the indie’s are doing quite well.

The chart below shows the variation in total dollars (in billions) for independent films, 
and their percentage of total domestic box office from 2001-2010:

GLOBAL REBALANCING: 
Global box office is up — and American movies still fuel the pipeline.

Hollywood, the epicenter of the quintessential American industry, is now seeking viewers from 
outside the continent. The global front for overall box office, according to The Los Angeles Times
(2/24/11), is that overall movie ticket sales may have been flat in the U.S. and Canada last year
(meaning, the same as the previous year, which was 10.6 billion), but Hollywood’s international
cinema business soared to new heights in 2010. Global box-office receipts for all films released
last year reached a high of $31.8 BILLION (with the largest growth occurring in Latin America
and the Asia Pacific region), an increase of 8% over 2009, according to a newly released report
from the Motion Picture Association of America. 

And, according to The Economist, Non-North American box office revenue has more than doubled
in the past decade – and it now more than doubles revenue from North America. The movie
“Avatar” made $2 billion outside North America, and even movies with disappointing North
American box office receipts, such as “Gulliver’s Travels,” have enjoyed successful international
runs. That movie made three-to-four times as much revenue outside North America as it did on
this continent.

CONCLUSION 
“People will go see films, if there is something worth seeing.”

Worldwide, the number of people who saw movies was up last year at 223 million people — 
although, each person saw fewer movies on the average. As a result, the total number of tickets

YEAR BOX OFFICE
DOLLARS
(billions)

% TOTAL
BOX OFFICE

2001 3.2 38
2002 3.4 36
2003 3.4 36
2004 3.2 34
2005 3.4 38
2006 3.5 37
2007 3.4 35
2008 3.5 36
2009 3.6 34
2010 3.3 31

YEAR BOX OFFICE
DOLLARS
(billions)

% TOTAL
BOX OFFICE

2001 3.2 38
2002 3.4 36
2003 3.4 36
2004 3.2 34
2005 3.4 38
2006 3.5 37
2007 3.4 35
2008 3.5 36
2009 3.6 34
2010 3.3 31
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sold in the U.S. and Canada dropped 5% to 1.34 billion, returning to the 2008 level. 

Ironically, Bob Pisano, president and interim chief executive of the MPAA said, “I’m not sure why
that’s the case. One of the challenges facing the industry is to see what can be done about reversing that
and getting more Americans and Canadians back to the movie theatres.”

The top “executive” of the major motion picture trade association in Washington DC is not sure why
that’s the case? Maybe he should go to the movies more often. 

It’s already been proven time and again over the last 90 years that in difficult and uncertain times peo-
ple still want to escape to the movies … so, the problem now “just might be” … the lack of good
movies:  Well-crafted stories that resonate with all segments of the population, and give them some-
thing to hold onto — even if it’s escapism.

A reason to panic? Hardly. This from Louise Levison, who has been consulting on all aspects of the film
business for 25 years and is president of Business Strategies:

I don’t believe that the sky is falling. Certainly, the attendance at indie films was affected by the same
poor Christmas through New Year’s attendance as the studio films, with the holiday season having
seven consecutive “down” weekends and a 20% attendance deficit. Interestingly, while the indie box
office total was up during the summer, 2010 was the lowest attended summer in over a decade. In ad-
dition, while tickets sales were down over 5.36% overall … a full 8% of this year’s [2010] box-office
revenue, or about $850 million, came from the additional $3 to $4 a ticket that moviegoers paid to
see 3D “blockbuster” studio films, according to research by Lazard Capital. Plus screen time was
harder to sustain due to exhibitors moving them out for the bigger budget studio fare. 

And before everyone blames the down theatrical attendance on high school and college kids playing
video games … we must realize that the majority of the films for that demographic are big studio films.
Subjective evidence indicates that they still like going to the theater — were there a film worth seeing.
In late 2009, I gave a seminar to about 90 undergraduates studying film at the University of Montana.
The first thing I said was, “Hollywood is saying that you don’t go to see movies in theaters, because
you are busy on the Internet playing games.”  Two young men responded almost in unison, “Why can’t
we do both?”  And they do. 

There also is the question of downloading: The 2010 home entertainment report from the Digital En-
tertainment Group (DEG) shows digital downloading at $2.5 billion up from $2.1 billion in 2009.  

Of the total consumer software sales of $18.8 billion in 2010 (down from $20 billion in 2009), Blu-
ray/Hi Def sales were $2.3 billion (up 53%) and DVD sales were $14B (down 11.3%). While Blu-ray
discs are slowly replacing DVD, it is clear that both will be a major part of home entertainment revenue
for the next few years. 

Brandon Gray of boxofficemojo.com puts part of the problems in attendance on a “largely poor slate of
movies.” But according to Levison, who makes a living forecasting revenues for independent film, 

“I feel that it doesn’t hold true for the indies. The small films, which people showed up for in 
large numbers as usual, generally are target specific and not meant to attract all four-audience 
quadrants.” 

NOTE: A Four Quadrant Picture is a marketing term used to describe a film targeted to all audience quad-
rants: men over 25, men under 25, women over 25, women under 25. 20



And, Rob Friedman of Summit Entertainment said, “The business goes up and the business goes
down, and it’s mostly movie-sensitive. In a year where we put out lots of accessible and exciting
movies, the business will be up, and that’s as it should be.”

It’s interesting to note that in this most recent Academy Awards ceremony – the 83rd — the score-
board for independent films were seven major Oscars, including the 19th Best Picture of the past 30
years for non-studio movies. 
NOTE: 3D won little, comparatively. As it has been said … there is a difference between “fad” and real “style.”

HIGH FLIGHT has the potential to share the same light reserved for great films … it’s much more
than pop culture typical fare; and with the many compelling elements of its timeless story, it will
appeal to all four audience quadrants. 

* * * 

Outstanding Independent* Films $30 Million & Under
With Profitable Gross Theatrical Box Office, 2000 — 2010

(Round to nearest decimal point.)

• Many have been nominated and/or won major awards — along with critical and popular approval.
• All from the “Top 100 Films” for each specific year: boxofficemojo.com 
• The “Gross” is based on worldwide theatrical revenues.
• When applying good story with a smart budget and capable filmmakers, this list speaks for itself.
• Anyone of the following profit-to-cost ratios would make an investor happy.

2010
The King’s Speech  - The Weinstein Company
Budget: 12.8 million Gross: 270.9 million (with 350 million expected)
Black Swan - Fox Searchlight
Budget: 13 million Gross: 103.6 million - so far
The Fighter – The Weinstein Company / Mandeville Films / Relativity Media
Budget: 25 million Gross: 107 million - so far
127 Hours - Fox Searchlight
Budget: 18 million Gross: 49.4 million – so far
The Kids Are All Right - Focus Features
Budget: 4 million Gross: 20.8 million – so far
Dear John - Sony/Screen Gems
Budget: 25 million Gross: 115 million
The American - Focus Features
Budget: 20 million Gross: 65.9 million
Letters to Juliet - Summitt Entertainment
Budget: 30 million Gross: 79.2 million
The Last Exorcism - Lionsgate
Budget: 1.8 million Gross: 67 million
Kick Ass - Lionsgate
Budget: 30 million Gross: 96.2 million (Continue) 21



Love and Other Drugs - Regency Enterprises/New Regency/Stuber Pictures/Bedford Falls
Budget: 30 million Gross: 96.1 million
Tyler Perry’s Why Did I Get Married Too - Lionsgate
Budget: 20 million Gross: 60.7 million
Winter’s Bone – Roadside Attractions
Budget: 2 million Gross: 11.1 million

Special Mention - $40 million budget range: 
Nanny McPhee Returns - StudioCanal / Relativity Media / Working Title Films
Budget: 35 million Gross: 93.3 million
The Town - Legendary Pictures / GK Films / Thunder Road Film
Budget: 37 million Gross: 154 million
True Grit - Skydance Productions / Scott Rudin Productions / Mike Zoss Productions
Budget: 38 million Gross: 214.6 million – so far 
The Social Network - Relativity / Trigger Street Productions
Budget: 40 million Gross: 224.5 million – so far

2009
The Blind Side - Alcon Entertainment / Fortis Films
Budget: 29 million Gross: 309.2 million
District 2 - WingNut Films / QED International / Key Creatives / Wintergreen Productions
Budget: 30 million Gross: 210.9 million
My Sister’s Keeper - Curmudgeon Films
Budget: 30 million Gross: 95.7 million
Obsessed –  Screen Gems Pictures
Budget: 20 million Gross: 73.8 million
The Hurt Locker - Summitt Entertainment
Budget: 15 million Gross: 50 million
Halloween II – The Weinstein Company / Dimension
Budget: 15 million Gross: 39.4 million
Push by Sapphere: Precious - Lionsgate 
Budget: 10 million Gross: 62.1 million
Crazy Heart – Fox Searchlight
Budget: 7 million Gross: 47.4 million
500 Days of Summer – Fox Searchlight
Budget: 7.5 million Gross: 60.7 million
The Visitor - Overture Films
Budget: 4 million Gross: 18.1 million
Up in the Air - DW Studios / The Montecito Picture Company / Rickshaw Productions
Budget: 25 million Gross: 163.2 million
An Education – Sony Classics
Budget: 7.5 million Gross: 26.1 million
A Serious Man – Relativity Media / Studio Canal / Working Title Films
Budget: 7 million Gross: 31.4 million
A Single Man – Studio Artina Films / Depth of Field / Fade to Black / The Weinstein Co.
Budget: 7 million Gross: 25 million (Continue)
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2008 
Slumdog Millionaire - Fox Searchlight
Budget: 15 million Gross: 378 million
The Wrestler - Fox Searchlight
Budget: 6 million Gross: 44.7 million
Doubt - Miramax
Budget: 20 million Gross: 50.9 million
Fireproof - Samuel Goldwyn
Budget: 500 thousand Gross: 33.5 million
La Vie en Rose - Picturehouse
Budget: 15 million Gross: 83.5 million
Milk – Focus Features
Budget: 20 million Gross: 54.5 million
Pineapple Express – Relativity Media / Apatow Productions
Budget: 25 million Gross: 101 million

Special Mention - $40 million budget range: 
The Reader – The Weinstein Company
Budget: 33 million Gross: 108.9 million
What Happens In Vegas – Regency Enterprises
Budget: 35 million Gross: 219.4 million
21  – Relativity Media / Trigger Street Productions
Budget: 35 million Gross: 158 million

2007
No Country for Old Men - Miramax
Budget: 25 million Gross: 171.6 million
Juno - Fox Searchlight
Budget: 7.5 million Gross: 143 million
Atonement - Focus Features
Budget: 29.8 million Gross: 129.3 million
There Will Be Blood - Paramount Vantage
Budget: 25 million Gross: 76.2 million
P.S. I Love You - Alcon Entertainment / Grosvenor Park
Budget: 30 million Gross: 156.9 million

2006
Little Miss Sunshine - Fox Searchlight
Budget: 8 million Gross: 100.5 million
The Blair Witch Project - Artisan
Budget: 60,000 thousand Gross: 248.6 million
Babel - Paramount Vintage
Budget: 25 million Gross: 135.3 million
The Queen - Miramax
Budget: 15 million Gross: 122.9 million
The Ilusionist – Yari Film Group
Budget: 16.5 million Gross: 87.9 million (Continue)
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Saw III – Lionsgate
Budget: 10 million Gross: 164.9 million

2005
Crash - Lionsgate
Budget: 7.5 million Gross: 98.4 million
Brokeback Mountain - Focus Features
Budget: 14 million Gross: 178 million
The Constant Gardener - Focus Features
Budget: 25 million Gross: 82.5 million
The Last King of Scotland - Fox Searchlight
Budget: 6 million Gross: 48.4 million
Good Bye & Good Luck - 2929 Entertainment / Participant Media / Section Eight
Budget: 7.5 million Gross: 54.6 million

2004
Napoleon Dynamite - Fox Searchlight
Budget: 400,000 thousand Gross: 46 million
Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind - Fox Searchlight
Budget: 20 million Gross: 72 million
Hotel Rwanda - Lionsgate Entertainment / United Artists
Budget: 17.5 million Gross: 33.9 million
Sideways - Fox Searchlight
Budget: 16 million Gross: 109.8 million 

2003
Lost In Translation - Focus Features
Budget: 4 million Gross: 119.8
Whale Rider - Newmarket
Budget: 3.5 million Gross: 41.5 million
28 Days Later - Fox Searchlight
Budget: 8 million Gross 82.7 million

2002
Frida - Miramax 
Budget: 12 million Gross: 56.2 million
The Hours – Miramax Films / Paramount Pictures
Budget: 25 million Gross: 108.9 million
My Big Fat Greek Wedding - IFC
Budget: 5 million Gross: 368.7 million

2001
Gosford Park - USA Films
Budget: 19.8 million Gross: 87.8 million
In the Bedroom - Miramax
Budget: 2 million Gross: 43.4 million
Monster’s Ball - Lionsgate
Budget: 4 million Gross: 45 million (Continue) 24



2000
Billy Elliot - Focus Features
Budget: 5 million Gross: 109.2 million
Chocolat - Miramax
Budget: 25 million Gross: 152.6 million
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon - Sony Classics
Budget: 17 million Gross: 213.6 Million

* * *

*  Definitions of an independent movie:

• One that is “financed primarily from sources outside the major six U.S. studios.”

Based on the trade association: Independent Film & Television Alliance

• The technical definition of the phrase “independent film” is: 
Any movie that was funded with less than 50% of money that came from one of the “big six”
major film studios, which are Columbia Pictures (MGM and UA), 20th Century Fox, 
Walt Disney Pictures/Touchstone Pictures, Warner Bros. Pictures, Paramount Pictures and 
Universal Studios.

Based on Make Independent Films: A resource for information about independent 
production and film festivals.

• Independent Films can range anywhere from $1,000 dollars up to $150 million dollars.

• Studio “specialty” units that produce under a certain budget — budgets the studios consider
low-budget. (Only Fox Searchlight & Sony Classics remain in this classification).

… And, a low-budget film is defined as …

“A motion picture shot on a limited budget.”

Based on Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia of the internet
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5. THE MARKETS
The preceding list of “Independent Films Under $30 million” is used as reference in this section.

While studios are concentrating on very high budgets, there is no longer a ceiling for independ-
ents (which was once quite low). This leaves a much larger part of the theatrical ballpark for the
independent filmmaker making low-to-medium-budget movies. 

The home-runs being hit in the past ten years (refer to the independent film list) have opened the
game to many more players. Not long ago: At one end there was the big spectacular and/or sequel
from the studios — and at the complete opposite end there were the audacious “little film” …
with not much filling the “in-between.” 

Now there appears to be a new, quite full, middle section. And that is also today’s independent
film (defined by those with at least half of the budget financed from sources outside the six major
studios). 

It was once accepted that only the big-budget tent pole films (a big-budget film that can “prop up”
a studio’s finances) created the largest grosses (and largest flops based on the unimaginable
amount of money spent). Certainly, with the money spent they needed to attract the largest
amount of people across all demographics just to make their costs back. 

Again, as you can see by the 57-picture list of independent films from this past decade that Tri-
Laurel Production created [at the end of THE INDUSTRY section], today’s independent film is in
a position to reap good profits. It will get unparallel exposure in our mass-communication society
by having a well-crafted story to tell, by being budgeted properly, and by knowing the film’s tar-
get audience.

A great deal depends on for whom a specific film is targeted. But first … not unlike parenthood,
it’s one thing to give birth to a creative entity, quite another to know where it’s personality and tal-
ents — its assets — will do best in the world.

THE SCRIPT’S ASSETS - WIDE AUDIENCE APPEAL

HIGH FLIGHT is in an extremely unique position because it possesses universal, proven story el-
ements that appeal to a large variety of demographics. First, it’s important to look at the story’s
key elements:

1. A small, picturesque Mediterranean island overnight finds itself thousands of miles 
behind enemy lines. The island becomes a world unto its own; one for all and all for in
the fight of good over evil.

2. Through sacrifice, determination, and true grit the people of this island — especially 
our main characters and their fellow soldiers — become responsible for the turning 
point of the greatest war we’ve ever known in modern history … when Western Civi
lization was on the brink of annihilation.

3. The film’s theme provides a strong identification for all. While young love’s destiny is 
at the center of the story, all of our characters’ individual stories play out against a 
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larger tapestry. That tapestry is woven with human conditions familiar to everyone: sur
vival on every level; refusing to give up in the face of defeat; and cost of good over 
evil.

4. It takes place in an environment that never loses its appeal: War. 
And, it is full of identifiable conflict for all ages with … action in the sky … life and   
death decisions    … and right against wrong, played out in every aspect of the story.

5. It uniquely tells the journey of the love between a man and a woman and their fight 
against the obstacles that are keeping them apart. 

6. The majority of the filming can be done on the island itself. Malta has a large, 
full-service, highly reputable studio facility, Mediterranean Film Studios (MFS). 
The reality of this is that we not only save money, but the audience is living the 
experience where the story actually took place — the “feel” and production value 
comes across on the screen, drawing us in.

COMPARABLE  FILMS

(I) SAME THEME (VALUES)  &  SIMILAR FILM BUDGET

HIGH FLIGHT has the distinct advantage of being compared to outstanding independent films
like The King’s Speech, The Blind Side, and The Fighter — in that they all fall within the 
same budget range and they share the same ever-popular theme values: 

• Responsibility 
• Determination
• Integrity 
• Sacrifice
• Belief in something greater than oneself.    
• Inspiration of the human spirit.
• Foundation for personal growth. 

Proven themes. Stories that resonate on many levels with diverse groups of people. Stories that
have large, popular appeal and broad audience attendance — and are made for a modest budget.  

It’s no longer assumed that a massive production budget guarantees success. In fact, this last
decade of films have proven just the opposite.

(II) GENRE

HIGH FLIGHT also has the advantage of being compared to countless stories that will always
engage us regarding World War II— all-time classics, and many award winners. The following
are some of the outstanding war films throughout the decades: 27



NON EPIC War Films
Wings (’27), All’s Quiet on the Western Front (’30), Sergeant York (’41), Seventh Heaven (twice),
Farewell to Arms (twice), Casablanca (’42), Mrs. Miniver (’42), A Guy Named Joe (’44), Since
You Went Away (’44), 30 Seconds Over Tokyo (’44), To Each His Own (’46), Stairway to Heaven
(’46), The Best Years of Our Lives (’46), Twelve O’Clock High (’49), Stalag 17 (’53), Mr.
Roberts (’55), The Bridge Over the River Kwai (’57), The Guns of Navarone (’61), The Great
Escape (’63), The Battle of the Bulge (’65), The Dirty Dozen (’67) Patton (’70), MASH (’70),
The Deer Hunter (’78), Apocalypse Now (’79), Top Gun (’86), Full Metal Jacket (’87),  Letters
from Iwo Jima and Flags of Our Fathers (2006), and of course, The Hurt Locker (’09).

GRAND SPECTACULAR  World War II Classics
In Harm’s Way (’65), Tora, Tora, Tora (’70), Midway (’76), The Longest Day (’62), 
Saving Private Ryan (’98), And even Pearl Harbor (2001) —a major movie by producer, Jerry
Bruckheimer, and director, Michael Bay, that was considered a “disappointment” by critical stan-
dards considering that their budget came in at $140 million dollars in 2001 — however, it ended
up with a world-wide audience appeal that brought in over three-times its production budget in
box-office alone.

ALSO:
And as a film, HIGH FLIGHT, also shares many of the emotional and physical assets that we
find in the #1 classic story of war … drama … and … love lost: Gone With the Wind (1939).
This film continues to captivate every generation that sees it — and in today’s dollars (adjusted 
for inflation), GWTW’s worldwide box office gross would be … $1,618,377,454.00.

The same themes and dynamics that drew people into the theatres for truly great movies 
from 1942’s Casablanca to 2010’s The King’s Speech are present — front and center —
in HIGH FLIGHT.                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                                       

TARGET MARKET / DEMOGRAPHICS

HIGH FLIGHT is a true, unique war story with a powerful love triangle at its core and those ele-
ments will make our film comparable and, most of all, successful, as it follows the tradition of
similar motion pictures of this genre.

The heart-racing drama of HIGH FLIGHT will be equally matched with the unstoppable thrills
of daredevil pilots who risk their lives for God, country and all that is right and just.  Audiences,
young and old, can and will easily relate to the picture's fast-moving, dramatically exciting aerial
sequences that will defy expectations and demonstrate how incredible these special flyers were
— who defied all odds — to save an Island and its people.  The spectacular dog-fighting scenes
that HIGH FLIGHT will deliver will attract a very large and diverse movie-going audience. 

But who is that audience? A closer look now verifies the overall broad range audience participa-
tion for our film. We break it down into two general categories. 28



ACCEPTED DEMOGRAPHIC CATEGORIES IN ENTERTAINMENT MEDIA

It’s almost a shame to divide the world into these two very general segments, but for purposes of
industry related definitions, these are the categories we will discuss. These categories came about
and were built on fallacious advertising beliefs encouraged primarily in television to aid ad pric-
ing and revenue. In the same light, often the many demographic divisions that are imposed on a
film are arbitrary and specious. For the most part, these business models have proven to be incor-
rect; however, for simplicity, we will analyze these two vast segments in regards to film-going
habits: The 18 – 49 Market & The 49+ Market.

While there is much to be said about the various age groups within these segments … and each
group’s strong relationship to our film  … one thing is a proven constant. What gets people of all
ages into the seats and excited about a film are the following factors: 1.) How well written the
screenplay is. 2.) How compelling the performances are. 3.) How well-produced / well-executed
the ultimate project is when it hits the multiplexes. HIGH FLIGHT’s team is deeply aware of the
need to craft a story that appeals to all age groups — being especially aware that it is critical to
possess the elements that youth can relate to in order to achieve outstanding success.

1.) 18 – 49 Market
You don’t need a specific study to know that two things capture youth’s imagination — love and
war. And that invincibility continues through the steady development of career and family. The
demographics within this group are the ones that most currently identify with the physical aspects
of war — be it via high-tech electronics or actual service — and are occupied with the powerful
struggles and commitments of love. The flying aspects of HIGH FLIGHT with its life and death
probabilities — and the painful triangle of a love story that becomes the changing force in our
characters’ lives —speak strongly to this demographic.

This group embraces three decades of men and women who are all current participants in build-
ing their lives. Universally recognized is their need to conquer the world in order to find their
dreams ... while seeking passion and fulfillment in life. The elements of HIGH FLIGHT speak to
them on every level.

2.) 49 + Market
All demographics within this group – which is now the majority of society and an equally prime
HIGH FLIGHT audience — appreciate strong values, and have great respect for, and/or identify
with, WWII. They are mentally and physically healthy, smart with their money ... with most
being very contemporary, very hip, leaders in the new technology. Also, based on experience,
they’ve certainly had a continued appreciation regarding the fulfillment of love. 

This potentially vast audience controls the largest amount of the country’s wealth and more dis-
cretionary dollars than any other age group in the country — or the western civilized world. 

THE 18 — 49 MARKET

Three powerful decades: The 20’s, the 30’s & the 40’s; Generations X & Y - and the very
youngest in line to be Baby Boomers. 
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• The 18-49 generation has been called to duty in Iraq and Afghanistan … from Desert Storm
to recent conflicts spreading around the world.  They have and are paying the price that war
exacts on their love life, their family status and their overall existence.  They will see their
current struggle reflected in a film that predates their current situation but is surprisingly relat-
able to their experiences, thus representing “who they are.”  HIGH FLIGHT successfully
bridges any generation gap by proving that “love can conquer all” — and that both bravery
and courageous action are timeless

• As we move into the 25+ age group we are refecting on a large vital core group that is
slightly older and a little more connected to the reality of the period in which HIGH FLIGHT
took place ... but equally driven by good storytelling and the themes of love, war and conflict
that speak to their experiences. This group of movie-goers are still hip but appreciate the
strong values that are identified with World War II.  They are mentally and physically healthy,
smart with their money, appreciative of traditional values while still being savvy with new
technology (they were raised with video games that embody combat — both on the ground
and in the air) and all things viable in their contemporary existences. 

• The women of these three generations — the 20’s, 30’s, & 40’s —are empowered as never
before — and more realistic. They were raised with the unwavering belief that women have
control of their own lives and contribute to society in every aspect. They will identify with the
strong, courageous role-model that our heroine portrays; a woman who can contribute to soci-
ety while being true to her desire for real love. 

The love triangle between our three young protagonists speaks directly to women - young and
old - who feel that love is the most important element in their lives and who search for stories
where lovers seek each other out and, after many trials that life throws in their way, find their
soul mates despite the heart wrenching conflicts presented.  

And while women will revel in this aspect of the film, they will also, undoubtedly, be amazed
and entertained by the thrill-a-minute aeronautical acrobatics that the movie presents as it
wends its way through the story to its exciting climax. 

• Conversely, the testosterone-filled young men who come to see HIGH FLIGHT will not be
disappointed with what the picture delivers. Of course, young and older males will be looking
for the E-Ticket ride of the flying sequences and the HIGH FLIGHT Team is well-aware of
the incredible potential that the story holds with regard to this aspect of the story. However,
these same young men - who come to the theatre with their girlfriends, wives or significant
others - have and are experiencing emotional roller coaster moments in their love life that will
complement the excitement that parallels their enjoyment of the battlefield HIGH FLIGHT
brings them in its aerial sequences. 

• These adults are experiencing the greatest recession since the Great Depression - and their
need for escape is every bit as great, if not more. Having believed all their lives that each gen-
eration faces greater wealth and opportunities, these educated individuals are forging for
themselves new lifestyles with less resources. Searching for escapism that is uplifting gives
hope to a society that is facing hard choices on a daily basis. 
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• The men and woman of each decade within this demographic have learned that their hard-
earned money must be budgeted properly. Their entertainment dollars are precious and their
choices almost unlimited in today’s culture. They don’t waste their time on empty films and are
more discriminating than any audience before it. A major tent-pole movie is exciting once or
twice a year — but as box office has shown, they pick those very carefully. However, on a
week-by-week basis — aided by today’s instant communication and word-or-mouth — they’re
looking for a weekend film that is smart, interesting, and fun to take a date to (even their
wives!).

• As the earlier part of this section has shown, the “Classic Films” share many common threads
with HIGH FLIGHT. These films became classics primarily due to the age group we are now
discussing. And ... there are few alive today within these three generations that haven’t seen
and enjoyed a great majority of these same films. They are all our audience for HIGH FLIGHT.

Although HIGH FLIGHT is  uniquely designed to appeal to the 18 -49 demographic — man or
woman — it has something for everyone. No one will be left out; no one will be immune to the
story's basic appeal because HIGH FLIGHT is designed to be a story for all ages — and for the
ages!

THE 49+ MARKET 

Today’s largest, wealthiest & most active audience segment.

And of that demographic, the largest and most influential group is the Post-War Baby Boomers
(age 47 to 65 as of 2011). Often used in a cultural context including those born before 1946 (dur-
ing the war) and just after 1964 — baby boomers have been charged with creating a social and cul-
tural revolution. While building vast, far-reaching corporate empires, they’ve helped weave the
social, political and economic fabric of our country today. Their many achievements, their mighty
falls, and sheer in-your-face presence has made them one of the more dynamic generations of all
time — certainly the largest. Their wealth and influence is greater than any other generation today.
Boomers are seated at the very top of the worlds largest and most powerful companies, are respon-
sible for most of America’s small businesses — and as established career professionals, collec-
tively they have tremendous buying power.

And consider this: 
• The average age of all of our nation’s Chief Executive Officers is 55.
• Almost 3/4 of the U.S. congress is over 50.
• All members of the Supreme Court are over 50.

Once again, this very large generation will definitely not be “going quietly into the good night.”

THE ALMOST 80 MILLION boomers already account for an estimated half of the total U.S. con-
sumer spending — and they are projected to spend an additional $50 billion over the next decade,
according to market-research firm SymphonyIRI. 

Furthermore … new research from Kemper Funds reveals that investors age 55 and older control
more than 70 percent of the wealth.
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NOTE: According to The Telegraph, In the UK, the over-50 control more than 80% of the nation’s wealth –
translation: a healthy foreign sales of WWII movies.

By all accounts, rather than passing on their wealth to future generations, this demographic group
is expected to splurge mostly on themselves as they change households (often into larger homes)
and pursue active life-styles. The generation that drove the growth of hula-hoops, bell-bottoms, and
personal computers will continue to be an influential market. Today’s population over 50 is more
physically active, better educated, healthier, culturally literate and, as individuals, more 
discerning consumers (and, have raised their children to be that way). They ski, sail, travel, and
spend large amounts of discretionary dollars - both on entertaining and being entertained.

While there are now hundreds of reports coming out in respect to the new Baby Boomers’
era, the following are worth considering:

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
• Each year more than 3.5 million Boomers turn 55. Their swelling numbers predict that by

2012, America’s 50 and older population will reach 100 million. The baby boom has been described
variously as a “shockwave” and as “the pig in the python.” By the sheer force of its numbers, the
boomers were a demographic bulge that remodeled society as it passed through it. 

• As a group, they are the healthiest, and wealthiest generation so far. Baby Boomers control
over 80% of personal financial assets and more than 50% of discretionary spending power. They are
responsible for more than half of all consumer spending.

The Wall Street Journal, March 6th 2011
• Even television is beginning to act its age. For decades the TV industry has operated on a

currency of youth, creating shows that appeal primarily to the 18–49 year olds (ironically, once the
very age-group that boomers brought into the spotlight) — the age group advertisers “traditionally”
consider most likely to buy new products, switch brands, and spend on everything from cars to soft
drinks to entertainment. 

• However … as the nearly 80 million baby boomers (age 47 to 65 as of 2011) continue to
age out   of the coveted demographic, networks want to charge advertisers more to reach them. These
viewers still watch a disproportionate amount of TV, and they control half of all U.S. consumer spend-
ing; with $1.8 trillion being spent annually just on food, cars, personal care, and entertainment.

A few other interesting notes:

1.) In regard to women’s long recognized quest for a true, timeless romantic story:
• Senior women age 50 and older control net worth of $19 trillion and own more than 
three-fourths of the nation’s financial wealth. – MassMutual Financial Group

• Fifty-plus American women are the healthiest, wealthiest and most active generation of
women in history — and still very romantic. - Demographics by Mark Miller

2.)  And, with an appreciative ovation to our World War II vets:
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• 80 + is the fastest growing demographic in America controlling a great amount of discre-
tionary income!  - Transgenerational Design Matters, a private educational research and advo-
cacy program

3.)  “Current” & “Hip:” 
This from the latest Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project Report:

• The fastest growing demographic for Facebook and other social media are those age 50 
and over! Social networking use for that group nearly doubled in one year (’08 – ‘09) — 
from 22 percent to 42 percent! 

• The figures were even higher for the oldest users: Usage among those over the age of 65 
percent grew 100 percent, from 13 percent to 26 percent from ’09 to ’10. 

• “Young adults continue to be the heaviest users of social media, but their growth pales in 
comparison with recent gains made by older users. The percentage of social networking 
users age 18 to 29 rose from 76 percent to 86 percent, according to the report.”

Those in their 20’s 30’s & 40’s, who are in the prime of their lives seeking adventure and
fulfillment . . .  and the 50 + — the largest, wealthiest, and most influential audience group
— all have strong identity with HIGH FLIGHT. 

* * *
HIGH FLIGHT is truly one of those unique stories that speak to many — and the strategy of
making films in well-established genres has been shown time and time again to be an effective
one. 

Certainly for the last decade the marketplace has continued to prove that independent films can
rank among most popular and most coveted of each year.  Although there is no boilerplate for
making a successful film, a film’s probability of success is increased with a strong story that has
broad appeal . . . and then adding in the right elements: a smart producing team and a good direc-
tor with a solid cast and crew.
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6. DISTRIBUTION

The motion picture industry is highly competitive, with much of a film’s success often depend-
ing on the skill of its distribution strategy. The filmmakers’ goal is to negotiate with experi-
enced distribution companies in order to maximize their bargaining strength for a potentially
significant release. 

There is an active market for completed motion pictures, with virtually all the studios and inde-
pendent distributors seeking to acquire films. Tri- Laurel Productions strongly believes that
HIGH FLIGHT will be an attractive product in the marketplace. Today’s market is primed for
such a film and HIGH FLIGHT is well positioned in terms of budget, unique story, popular
genre, and broad-based universal appeal.

Distribution terms between producers and distributors vary greatly. A distributor looks at sev-
eral factors when evaluating a potential acquisition, such as the uniqueness of the story, theme
and the target market for the film. Since distribution terms are determined in part by the per-
ceived potential of a motion picture and the relative bargaining strength of the parties, it is not
possible to predict with certainty the nature of distribution arrangements. However, two com-
pelling realities give HIGH FLIGHT an outstanding chance for an excellent distribution oppor-
tunity: 

a. Tri-Laurel Productions’ relationship with solid directors, and highly skilled actors.
b. The fact that this story has never been told before, that it has interesting, universal 

characters, and is in a genre with great mainstream potential. 

While it’s hard to predict any distribution deal, there are certain standard arrangements that
form the basis for most distribution agreements. 

1. The distributor will generally license the film to the theater owners (exhibitors) for 
domestic release and to specific (if not all) foreign territories for a percentage of the
gross box office dollars.

2. The initial release for most films in U.S. theatrical (movie theaters).
3. For pictures in initial release, the exhibitor will split the revenue derived from ticket 

purchases (gross box office) with the distributor — revenue derived from the various
theater concessions remains with the exhibitor.

4. Percentage of box office receipts remitted to the distributor are known as “film
rentals”

— and usually diminishes during the picture’s run.
5. On average a distributor will be able to retain about 50% of total box office 

— depending on the performance and demand for a particular film.
6. Film rentals become part of the “distributor’s gross,” from which all other deals are

computed.
7.  The distributor often re-licenses the picture to domestic ancillaries (cable, television,

home video, etc.) – and foreign theatrical and ancillaries. These monies all become 
part of the distributor’s gross, and add to the total revenue for the film in the same 
way as the rentals.

The distribution deal with the producer includes a negotiated percentage for each revenue
source – and the producer’s share of foreign rentals may vary from the percentage of domestic
theatrical rentals. 34



The basic elements of a film distribution deal include: 

1. The distributor’s commitment to advance funds for distribution expenses (including
multiple prints of the film, and advertising).

2. The percentage of the film’s income the distributor will receive for its services.
3. Theoretically, the distributor recoups his outlay of expense for the cost of its print and

advertising expenses first from the initial revenue of the film.
4. That the distributor will then split the rest of the revenue monies with the producer /

investor group.

The first monies coming back to the producer / investor group will generally repay the investor
for the total production cost —after which the producers and the investors split their money ac-
cording to their agreement.

However, specifics of the distribution deal and timing of all money disbursements depends on the
agreement that is finally negotiated. In addition, the timing of the revenue and the percentage
amount of the distributor’s fees differ depending on the revenue source.

Release Strategies

The typical method of releasing films begins with domestic theatrical, which gives value to the
various film “windows” — the period that has to pass after a domestic theatrical release before a
film can be released in other markets.

Historically, the sequencing pattern has been to license to pay-cable program distributors; foreign
theatrical; home video; television networks; foreign ancillary; and U.S. television syndication. As
the rate of return varies from different windows, shifts in these sequencing strategies will occur.

Distributors plan their release schedules with certain target audiences in mind. Given the cost of
prints ($1200 to $1500 each), this release method can create a very high initial marketing expense
— accompanied by an equally high advertising program.

Films with lower budgets often get a “platform” release. Meaning that the film is given a build-up
by opening initially in a few regional or limited local theaters to build positive movie patron
awareness throughout the country. The time between a limited opening and its release in the bal-
ance of the country may be several weeks.
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RISK FACTORS

Without risks there are no rewards … but with opportunity, there are risks.

Investment in the film industry is highly speculative and inherently risky. There can be no 
assurance of the economic success of any motion picture since the revenues derived from the
production and distribution of a film primarily depend on the acceptance by the public; which
cannot be predicted with certainty — never has, never will. Such is the nature of art in busi-
ness.

The commercial success of a motion picture also depends on the quality and acceptance of
other competing films released into the marketplace during the same time, general economic
factors, and other tangible/intangible factors … all of which can change and cannot be pre-
dicted with certainty.

The entertainment industry in general, and the motion picture industry in particular, are con-
tinuing to undergo significant changes — primarily due to technological developments. Al-
though these developments have resulted in the availability of alternative and competing
forms of leisure time entertainment, these same developments have resulted in the creation of
additional revenue sources through licensing of rights to such new media … and potentially
could lead to future reductions in the costs of producing and distributing motion pictures.

In addition, the theatrical success of a motion picture remains a crucial factor in generating
revenues in other media such as DVDs and television. Due to the rapid growth of technology,
shifting consumer tastes, and the popularity and availability of other forms of entertainment,
it is impossible to predict the overall effect these factors will have on the potential revenue
from and profitability of feature-length motion pictures.

In order to prosper, the success of HIGH FLIGHT will depend partly on the ability of 
Tri-Laurel Productions to produce a film of exceptional quality at a lower cost but that can
still compete in appeal with higher- budgeted films of the same genre. In order to minimize
this risk, Tri-Laurel Productions plans to participate as much as possible throughout the
process and will aim to mitigate financial risks where possible. Fulfilling this goal depends
on the timing of investor financing, the ability to obtain distribution contracts with satisfac-
tory terms, and the continued participation of Tri-Laurel Productions’ management, and those
committed to this project. 
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8. FINANCIAL PLAN
STRATEGY

Tri-Laurel Productions proposes to secure development and production film financing from equity
investors for HIGH FLIGHT, as discussed in this business plan, thereby allowing the company to
maintain consistent control of the quality and production costs. As an independent, Tri-Laurel
Productions can strike the best financial arrangements with various channels of distribution. This
strategy allows for maximum flexibility in a rapidly changing marketplace, in which the availabil-
ity of filmed entertainment is in constant flux.

For equity investors, there is no better time to invest in independent films. Today’s technology has
given filmmakers an extraordinary edge; studio have a huge distribution arm that needs filling (a
few $250,000,000 tent-pole movies a year doesn’t do it); and in today’s market most other areas
of investment — precious metals, commodities, stocks — are like stepping up to the roulette
wheel. Hedge funds have billions sitting on the side do to the mass uncertainty of our world-wide
economy ... and they are poised to invest in independent films.

The last several years the independent world has changed forever, as this business plan has
pointed out several times. There is a new paradigm — the audiences are ready, the business strat-
egy is in place (return and value is now highly possible), and the filmmakers can deliver with a
good story and a credible team.

Incentives

Whether in the United States or other countries, incentives change on a regular basis. In some
cases, they may be discontinued altogether or simply run out of funds to apply for a period of
time. However we felt that certain incentive that directly apply to HIGH FLIGHT should be in-
cluded.

Since the majority of our story takes place on the island of Malta — and Malta has a full
service production studio — it is reasonable to include the following for consideration.

Malta Tax Incentive 
Currently up to 20% of Below the Line eligible expenditures can be obtained as a cash rebate
upon completion of principal photography.  HIGH FLIGHT is also eligible for an additional 2%
cultural rebate because Malta is being featured as Malta — and if we utilize locals for smaller
roles and background, an added bonus is given. This is a direct grant rebate and not a credit,
therefore the turn around time is much shorter - good news for investors. Additionally, Value
Added Tax stands at 18% and is fully refundable to productions on all goods and services.

However, sunset on these rebates is December 31, 2012 and all applications must be in 30 busi-
ness days prior to principal photography. [Because it’s international, 45 - 60 business days will be
allowed in anticipation of any unexpected delays.

*  *  *
It’s important to recognize that since Peter Colley, the writer of HIGH FLIGHT, is a citi-

zen and well-known playwright in both Canada and England, these incentives are also very much
in play: 37



Canada Tax Incentive
Canada can net anywhere from 30- 45% of your total production budget expenses. That amount
of assistance is very valuable in allowing a film to obtain the balance of financing, through debt,
equity, pre sales, product exposure, distribution, etc. The tax credit can be cash flowed to help
monetize the project for working capital and cash flow as you go through your production spend.
Canada firmly believes the pay back in revenues, taxes, and general economic activity justifies
the investments being made in a project. Co - productions, when they qualify, are eligible for the
same sort of financing and assist in attracting and finalizing the additional finance needed to
complete the project. When a company finances the tax credit, the credit itself is the collateral for
the loan - it's in effect a bridge loan to get the funding needed now or at the completion of the
project.

[There is a list on IMDB of 491 films that have used the Canadian Film or Video Production Tax
Credit (CPTA)].

England Tax Incentive
British Film Institute - as of April, 2011, took control of and devise strategy for £15 million of
lottery funding each year (the BFI hopes to increase lottery funding for film to £18 million in
2011/2012 – an increase of 20%), and administer the £100 million tax incentive . It was under-
lined that the film tax credit – so crucial for attracting U.S. investment -- is here to stay. Overseas
filmmakers injected £780 million into the British economy last year. ... and Britain’s Culture
Ministry stated that “Hollywood investment promotes both British characters and British story-
telling.”

The Independent Film Market is Robust — Profits Can Be Made

The projected bottom line is ultimately what makes all of us comfortable.  We’ve just turned the
corner into an era in this industry that has been a long-time coming — and that needs serious at-
tention when calculating facts and figures on a spreadsheet.

It was once said that films with large returns like Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon (2000), My
Big Fat Wedding (2002), Napoleon Dynamite (2004), and alluring films with exceedingly large
profits like The Blair Witch Project (2006), Fireproof and Slumdog Millionaire (2008) could only
be a rarity — and that very few films ever offer a potential of a 500 to 1000 percent “return on
investment.” 

HOWEVER, like a perfect storm waiting to happen on a drought-fired land, that is no more.
While it is foolish to expect that any picture is going to realize those incredible returns, 2010 has
shown that a good, healthy profit is no longer the exception with a smart investment. 
(See the list, Independent Films Under $30 Million, at the end of THE INDUSTRY section.)

A great majority of the big studio films failed in the last five years because of too much money
spent for too little story. The worldwide economy went into various stages of collapse as an in-
creasingly smart audience found many other places to spend their precious dollars. 
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But that need to escape is primal in difficult times … and once again we want to be comforted in
the magical world inside a darkened theater. And a new staple of good, independent films have
been there for us. The proof is in the number of independent films that have gained popularity and
accolades in the last two years (2009 & 2010). The time has come  … wise investing in the moder-
ate range independent film is at hand.

Furthermore, a broad stroke can be painted by analyzing the top 100 grossing films on BoxOffice-
Mojo for the years of 2006, 2007, 2008. In those three years the dominating studio films became
bigger in terms of production dollars — and thus, they gained spots on the top-grosses chart — but
most were simplistic stories that earned little based on a profit-to-budget ratio. And with a closer
examination once “prints and advertising” costs were factored in, it can be seen that comparatively
few big-budgeted studio films made money — and a great many either lost money or broke even.
The dollar spent vs. audience attendance for large studio films was dismal.

No wonder they had to up ticket prices. But the movie ticket cost was rising while a much smarter
audience was fleeing for other more satisfying forms of electronic entertainment in a crushing
economy. The heady years before 2006 had shown great promise for the good, solid, 
independent film, but as the economy collapsed and the studios (never known for good business
decisions based on their “widgets”) closed their independent divisions, we were overwhelmed
with big budget pictures that were box office flops. 

During the three years between 2006 to 2008 production budgets increased from an average of
$60 million in 2006 to $100 million for those films that premiered in 2009. (In their never-ending
wisdom, the average studio picture topped out at $150 million in 2010, with promises to go even
higher in 2011 and 2012.) 

HOWEVER … since 2009 the worldwide audience has been escaping to the modestly budgeted in-
dependent film. Word-of-mouth never lies — and in 2010 excellent returns resulted for many films
both in box office revenue and at the major award ceremonies.

FOR 2010:
Please refer to the list, Independent Films Under $30 Million, at the end of THE INDUSTRY sec-
tion.)

There are 13 top-grossing films, all under $30 million.
Plus these top-grossing films each, at the $40 million range:

True Grit ($38 million), The Town ($37 million), Nanny McPhee Returns ($35 
million), and Social Network ($40 million). 

While the revenue is still being counted, the above 2010 films have earned an average profit of
five (5) times their production budget (and that’s after subtracting the cost of prints and advertis-
ing, which – for this computation – was 1/2 the budget cost).

Conclusion for the independent films in the general 20 to 40 million dollar range: With a good 39



story and a broad target audience drawn in by popular genres and universal themes (all of which
HIGH FLIGHT satisfies) — profits may not be guaranteed, but they’re a lot easier, and a lot
smarter, to achieve.

HIGH FLIGHT’S PROJECTIONS & FINANCIAL ASSUMPTIONS

For the purpose of this business plan, assumptions have been included in the financial scenario
and are noted accordingly. This discussion contains forward-looking statements that 
involve risks and uncertainties as detailed in the “Risk Factors” section.

Industry Terms:

1. Domestic Rentals (ticket sales) reflect the distributor’s share of the box office split with
the exhibitor in the United States and Canada (assuming the film has the same distributor in both
countries).
2. Ancillary: Domestic (US & Canada) & Foreign (Other) includes home video, pay TV,
basic cable, network television and television syndication, downloads, DVD’s, and all other non-
theatrical sources of revenue returned to distributors. .
3. Budget – the film’s budget, often known as the “production costs,” covers both “above-
the-line” (producers, actors, and directors), and “below-the-line” (the rest of the crew) costs of 
producing a film. 

4. P&A (Prints and Advertising) are all marketing costs and are often referred to as “releas-
ing costs” or “distribution expenses.” These expenses also include the costs of making copies of
the release print from the master and advertising and vary depending on the distribution plan for
each title. These are up-front “out-of-pocket costs/expenses” for the distributor. P&A can be taken
on by the investors for a smaller distribution percentage by the Distributor.

5. Gross Income represents the projected pretax profit after distributor’s expenses have been 
deducted but before distributor’s fees and overhead expenses are deducted.

6. Distributor’s Fees (the distributor’s share of the revenues as compared to his expenses,
which represent out-of-pocket costs and paid back in full). Since Tri-Laurel Productions does not
have a distribution contract at this time, Distributor’s Fees are based on 35 percent of all distribu-
tor gross revenue (a general industry assumption), both domestic and foreign.

7. Net Producer/Investor Income represents the projected pretax profit prior  to negotiated 
distributions to investors.

How the Projections Were Calculated

• Due to the wide variance in the results of individual films, simple averages of actual data are not
realistic. Therefore, to create the “Moderate Forecast,” the North American box office for each
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film in the respective comparative tables was divided by its budget to crate a ratio that was used
as a guide.
(The North American box office was used because it is a widely accepted film industry assump-
tion that, in most cases, this result drives all other revenue sources of a film.)

• In order to avoid skewing the data, the films with the highest and lowest ratios in each year
were deleted. 

• The remaining revenues were added and then divided by the sum of the remaining budgets.
This gave an average (or, more specifically, the mean variance) of the box office with the budg-
ets.

Then . . .
• The result was a mean number (RATIO) used to multiply times the budget of our proposed
film, HIGH FLIGHT, in order to obtain a reasonable projection of the Moderate Domestic Box
Office result.

* * *
• In order to determine the value for the Foreign Box Office— the Foreign Box Office for each
film in the comparative table was divided by the Domestic Box Office.

• The ratios were determined in a similar fashion, taking out the high and low and arriving at a
mean number.
Then . . .
• The result was a mean number (RATIO) used to multiply times the budget of our proposed
film, HIGH FLIGHT, in order to obtain a reasonable projection of the Moderate Foreign Box Of-
fice result.

•  Domestic & Foreign ancillary data are generally not available until two years after a film’s ini-
tial U.S. release; therefore, the table of “Selected Comparative Films” fo HIGH FLIGHT REV-
ENUE PROJECTIONS (Page 43) includes only U.S. & foreign Box Office as we know it at this
time.

NOTE: that the films used as a comparison to calculate the ratios for HIGH FLIGHT REVENUE
PROJECTIONS do not include films of which the results are known but have lost money. Also,
there are no databases that collect lost money. And, there are no databases that collect all films
ever made, nor are budgets available for all films released. There is, therefore, a built-in-bias in
the data. Also, the fact that these films have garnered revenue does not constitute a guarantee of
the success of this film.

General Cash Flow Assumptions

1. Film production should take approximately one year from development through post produc-
tion, ending with the creation of a master print. The actual release date depends on finalization of
distribution arrangements, which may occur either before or after the film has been completed
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and is an unknown variable at this time. For purposes of the cash flow, we have assumed distribu-
tion will start within six months after completion of the film. The revenue return will be caluated
by NPV. 
[Net Present Value (NPV): The NPV of an investment is the present value of the expected cash inflows
(revenues over time) less the cost of the investment (cash out), and it is a.calculation that will be used by fi-
nancers to analyze profitability of investment based on irregular income.]

2. The largest portion of print and advertising costs will be spent in the first quarter of the film’s
opening.

3. The majority of revenues generally will come back to the producers within two years after re-
lease of the film, although a smaller amount of ancillary revenues will take longer to occur and
will be covered  by the investor’s agreement for a breakdown of the timing for industry windows.

The following chart indicates estimated entertainment industry distribution windows based on his-
torical data showing specific revenue-producing segments of the marketplace.

Continue to HIGH FLIGHT’S PROJECT REVENUES (the next 3 pages).
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WINDOW MONTHS AFTER
INITIAL

THEATRICAL RELEASE

ESTIMATED
LENGTH OF TIME

Domestic Theatrical - 3-6 Months 
Foreign Theatrical Variable 6-12 Months
Domestic Home Video (initial) 3-5 Months 6-12 Months
Domestic Pay-PerView 3-5 Months 6 Months
Foreign Video (initial) 6-9 Months 9-12 Months
Domestic Pay Television 12-15 Months 18 Months
Foreign Television (Pay or Free) 18-24 Months 12-36 Months
Domestic Free Television 24-30 Months 1-4 Years
(network,barter, syndication, & cable)
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HIGH FLIGHT’s PROJECTED REVENUES, SIMILAR FILMS, FORMULAHIGH FLIGHT’s PROJECTED REVENUES, SIMILAR FILMS, FORMULA
The purpose of this section is for comparing those genres and revenues in the appropriate budget range so that a factor
can be determined in the accurate forecasting of general revenue projections for HIGH FLIGHT. 

FILMS
SELECTED COMPARATIVE FILMS WITH VARIED GENRES

with BUDGETS 15 Million Dollars To 30 Million Dollars
for years 2009 & 2010

NOTES:
•  The High & Low film revenues of each year were thrown out to create the formula for projections.
•  MENTION: these films have been listed even though they are “slightly” outside our parameter - & will 
not be used to create the ratio (n/a). However, they do prove that it’s possible for any film to be a breakout
hit, especially in today’s culture.
•  Domestic & Foreign ancillary data are generally not available until two years after a film’s initial U.S. 
release; therefore, this table includes only U.S. & foreign Box Office as we know it at this time.
*  Still in distribution.

DOMESTIC FOREIGN 
FILMS BOX OFFICE BOX OFFICE  BUDGET

2009

The Blind Side 256.0 53.3 29.0 HIGH
The Hurt Locker 17.1 32.3 15.0 LOW
Halloween II 33.4 6.1 15.0
District 9 115.7 95.2 30.0
Taken 145.1 91.9 25.0
My Sister's Keeper 49.2 46.6 30.0

MENTION
Crazy Heart 39.5 8.0 n/a

2010

The Fighter* 93.6 33.8 25.0 HIGH
The Last Song 63.0 26.1 20.0
Letters to Juliet 53.1 26.1 30.0
The American 35.6 32.3 20.0
Dear John 80.1 35.0 25.0
127 Hours* 18.3 32.6 18.0 LOW

MENTION
The Social Network* 97.0 127.6 40.0 n/a
True Grit* 170.1 74.5 38.0 n/a
Black Swan* 106.7 181.8 13.0 n/a
The King's Speech* 135.8 238.3 14.5 n/a
The Kids Are All Right * 20.9 13.9 4.0 n/a
The amounts obtained by these comparable films do not constitute a guarantee 
that HIGH FLIGHT will do as well.
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FORMULAS

Formula used to projectFormula used to project Domestic Box Office RevenueDomestic Box Office Revenue for HIGH FLIGHTfor HIGH FLIGHT

We will create a RATIO (an average or mean variance) from similar existing films (see preceeding
page) and than use that ratio to project HIGH FLIGHT’S moderate Domestic Box Office Revenue.

Formula:
Domestic Box Office  DIVIDED BY   Budget  =  RATIO (Mean Variance)

1.  Add the total of the 8 films Domestic Box Office Revenues ($575.2M) —
And divide by the total Budgets of all 8 films ($195M)

$575.2 / $195M = 2.95 (mean variance RATIO)

2.    Multiply the RATIO (2.95) by HIGH FLIGHT’S Budget ($25M):

2.95 X $25M  =  $73.75M HIGH FLIGHT’S Projected (Moderate) Domestic Gross Revenue

***

Formula used to projectFormula used to project Foreign Box Office RevenueForeign Box Office Revenue for HIGH FLIGHTfor HIGH FLIGHT

We will create a RATIO (an “average” or mean variance) from similar existing films (preceeding page)
and than use that ratio to project HIGH FLIGHT’S moderate Foreign Box Office Revenue.

Formula:
Foreign Box Office  DIVIDED BY  Domestic Box Office  =  RATIO (Mean Variance)

1.   Add the total of the 8 films Foreign Box Office Revenues ($359.3M) —
And divide by the total Domestic Box Office Revenues of all 8 films ($575.2M)

$.359.3 / $575.2  =  .63 (mean variance RATIO)

2.   Multiply the RATIO (.63) by HIGH FLIGHT’S Budget $25M):

. 63 X $25M  =  $15.75M HIGH FLIGHT’S Projected (Moderate) Foreign  Box Office
Gross Revenue

Therefore:
$73.75M HIGH FLIGHT’s Projected Domestic Box Office

+  $15.75M HIGH FLIGHT’s Projected Foreign Box Office
=  $89.50M HIGH FLIGHT’s Projected WORLDWIDE Box Office Gross

From this we can calculate a general moderate projection of revenues for investors (using industry
standards):
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HIGH FLIGHT’S GENERAL PROJECTED REVENUES (in millions)

$ 89.50 Worldwide Box Office Revenue (calculated by previous formula)

— $ 44.75 Exhibitor’s Split (Exhibitor & Distributor split Box Office 50/50) 

=   $ 44.75 Distributor’s Box Office Revenue (also called Domestic Rentals)

+   $ 89.50 All other worldwide ancillary revenues (usually equals gross box office)

—  $ 12.5 Prints & Advertising (usually equals 1/2 the budget)

=  $121.75 Distributor’s Gross Income

— $  42.61 Distributor’s Fee (usually 35% of Distributor’s Gross Income)

=   $  79.14 Profit

— $  25 Budget Investment

=   $ 54.14 Investors/Producers Net Profit

Specific Projections:
There are extensive methods to predict projections (based on established films’ ancillary revenue,
prints & advertising, etc.) , and Tri-Laurel will certainly do so if requested. However, often the calcula-
tions are based on studio data that is not always accurate — meaning that there are other calculations
within a set of data that are not made privy to the general public. Based on this and other factors, pin-
point accurate projections are a moving target. However, extensive due diligence is done ahead of time
by not only investors (of which Tri-Laurel is glad to participate), but the film’s bond company will run
their own statistical data before any monies are released, and will make this information available to
the investors. Also, once distribution is secured, they will also offer their due diligence. ...

NOTES
• All films selected for comparison are from the “Top 100 Films” via BoxOfficeMojo.com for each specific year.

• INDEPENDENT LIST OF FILMS $30 MILLION & UNDER: This list was prepared specifically by Tri-Laurel
Productions to show the incredible rise and revenues of those films budgeted under $30 million for the last decade —
and is used as a reference throughout this business plan. It appears at the end of “The Industry Section.”

• SOURCES:  BoxOfficeMojo, Wikipedia, IMBD.com, MPAA.org, TheNumber.com, smartcine.com, Baseline.com.
Also, Louise Levison of Business Strategies, Devin Arbiter, Media Division, PriceWaterhouseCoopers; Marc Robert-
son, RUI & USC Marshall School of Business/Media & Entertainment Finance; and Charles E. Bush Jr.,
President/CEO, Great Road Capital Inc..
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Diane L. Robison
Producer / Writer / Publisher

Tri-Laurel Productions: Co-Founder
dianerobison@mac.com

(310) 470-5330

PRODUCER
Live Shows:

• Royal Caribbean Cruise Lines
Aboard the Sovereign of the Seas; Two Contracts
Responsible for five venues: two “Broadway” production shows • all visiting headliners and their shows • all
show bands, and 12-piece Orchestra • all audio and lighting equipment. 
Oversaw a department of 42 personnel, and a large on-going budget. 
Officer in the hotel division of the ship - ongoing responsibility of executing duties at sea.

• Producers Guild of America’s Golden Laurel Awards – Co-Creator & Producer (9 years)
• Producers Guild of America’s Oscar Micheaux Awards – Co-Creator & Producer (3 years)
• The Bandies: The New Media/Broadband/Cable Awards Show

This show is credited with influencing the Academy of Television Arts & Sciences to add the category of New Media.

• Earth Day Live
• Nike: All-Stars promotion - (2 years)

Theatre:
• John Cassavete’s Productions  - Three Plays in Repertory:

Love Streams  • Knives • The Third Day Comes

Feature Length:

• Terminal Velocity
Videotape feature released for foreign distribution. 
(Not to be confused with the movie of the same name released later.)

• Woman on the Beach
Videotape feature released for foreign distribution.

Reality Based Pilots: Documentaries:
[Created & Produced] • Visit Costa Rica
• Movie Talk Taped on location for the Costa Rica Travel Bureau.
• The Cutting Edge • Breaking Through the Walls
• The Entertainers News documentary on Autistic Children.

Home Video: Live Satellite:
• Sweat • U.S. Mayors’ Conference (2 years)

One-hour aerobics with live rock music.      Three days of live satellite coverage
broadcast to every city in the United States.

35mm: Remote: Commercials:
• Summer Camp • ABC Series with the Stars • National & Regional    
Investors Trailer. Taped aboard a cruise ship. (Continue)



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Moderator:
Eight Producers on Producing seminars in Los Angeles and New York.
Awards:
• Award of Acting Excellence, Kennedy Center, Washington D.C.
• Producers Guild of America’s Charles B. FitzSimons Award for Outstanding Contribution
Affiliations:
Producers Guild of America: Member; Past Member - Board of Directors.
Musical Theatre Guild: Founding Board Member
Actors Equity Association, Screen Actor’s Guild, AFTRA

WRITER
Plays: 
• Waltz Me: A play adapted from the published book, “Redwater, Red Water.”
Directed first staged reading in Calgary, Canada.

Books: 
• A Martian Wouldn't Say That: Memos TV Exec’s Wish They Hadn’t Written
Published by Putnam Berkley Group. Now in re-release.
• Upcoming (co-writer): Color Correction: Art vs. Commerce. Written from an insider’s point of
view by Charles Floyd Johnson – Executive Producer, NCIS.

Scripts:  
• Treasure: Feature length comedy about four families. 
• Bio-War: Feature length sci-fi intrigue/drama.
• JAG: A two-hour episode spec script. .

PUBLISHER / EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: Point of View Magazine
Point of View (POV), was created/owned by Diane Robison for the Producers Guild of America.
Responsible for the voice, vision, look, and direction of each issue: .
Serving as its Publisher and Editor-in-Chief, Point of View became one of the leading magazines
in the motion picture and television industry. This prestigious “coffee-table” magazine was dis-
tributed worldwide for over ten years, and filled an important niche as no other magazine has. 
Received two Maggie nominations. 

THEATRE
Producer / Production Stage Manager:
John Cassavete’s Productions
Three Plays in Repertory:
Love Streams • Knives • The Third Day
Comes

Stage Manager / Assistant Director:
Company • Peter Pan • A Flea in Her
Ear

Lighting Design / Operator:
Rosencrantz & Guilderstern are Dead • Hamlet 
• Play It Again Sam
Lead & Supporting Roles:
•• Dial M for Murder • Cat on a Hot Tin Roof 
• Trojan Women • The House of Bernarda Alba 
• Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf  • No Exit
• The Resistible Rise of Arturo Ui • Six Rm Riv Vu 
• The Man Who Came to Dinner

ADVERTISING
Young & Rubicam Advertising Agency 
Benton & Bowles Advertising Agency
Positions: Copywriter, Media Buyer, 
Broadcast Traffic Manager, 
Assistant Producer.

PRODUCTION
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios
Filmways, Inc.
Position: Film Production Associate, 
Don’t MakeWaves

RELATED BACKGROUND



“JAG” – Seasons 6, 7, 8, 9& 10 (Episodic-Military
Drama)
Production Coordinator (APOC - Season 6, 7 & 8)
Producers: D. Bellisario, Chas Floyd Johnson, M.
Horowitz
UPM: Jim Weatherill/Mark Schilz
Belisarius Productions/Paramount Pictures/CBS

“Hidden Hills”— (Episodic-Comedy)
Production Coordinator (Pre-Production only)
Producers: Mark A. Burley, Gayle Abrams, Barbara
Feldman
UPM: Danielle Weinstock – NBC/Universal

“NCIS”—Pilot (Military Crime-Drama)
Assistant Production Coordinator
Producers: D. Bellisario, Chas Floyd Johnson, M.
Horowitz
UPM: Mark Schilz
Belisarius Productions/Paramount Pictures/CBS

“First Monday”—Pilot (Drama)
Assistant Production Coordinator
Producers: D. Bellisario, Chas Floyd Johnson, M.
Horowitz
UPM/Producer: Jim Weatherill
Belisarius Productions/Paramount Pictures/CBS
Features:

“Commerce” –AFI Short (Drama)
Producer
Director: Lisa Robertson
2010 AFI Directing Workshop for Women

“The Seer”—Short (Supernatural Thriller)
Producer
Director: Patrick Massett
Producers: Patrick Massett, Sean Ryerson, Sara Fischer
Wild Rose Films

“Southern Fried Zombies”—Short (Horror/Dark
Comedy)
Executive Producer
Director: Krystal A. Pertsch
Goddess Pictures

“Failure to Launch” Re-shoots—(Romantic Com-
edy)
Assistant Production Coordinator
Director: Tom Dey
Producers: Scott Rudin
Production Supervisor: Nadia Paine
Scott Rudin Productions

Commercials:

“Heads Up”—Heinz Ketchup
Producer
Director: Shannon Van Metre

Television:

“Inside the Box”—Pilot (Drama)
Production Coordinator
Producers: Shonda Rhimes, Betsy Beers, Sara
Fischer
UPM: Sara E. White – Shondaland,
Inc./ABC/Disney
Producers: Gary Scott Thompson, M. Pyken,
Sean Ryerson
UPM/Producer: Sara Fischer – NBC/Universal

“The Riches”—Season 1 & 2 (Episodic
Drama)
Production Coordinator
Producers: D.Prestwich, N.Yorkin, D. Lipkin,
Iain Paterson
UPM: Jeanne Van Cott/Robert Rolsky – TVM
Prod./FX

“Starting Under” –Pilot (Sitcom)
Production Coordinator
Producers: Bruce Helford, Deborah Oppen-
heimer, N.Sprow
UPM: Noel Bright –Warner Bros./Mohawk Pro-
ductions

“South of Nowhere”—Season 3 (Episodic-
Teen Drama)
Production Coordinator
Producers: Thomas W. Lynch, Charles Rosin
UPM: Amy Gibbons – Nickelodeon—The “N”
Network

“Flushed Away: The Underground Adven-
ture”
Production Supervisor—(Online Game/Fam-
ily)
Executive Producers: Mark Burnett/David Eilen-
berg
Mark Burnett Prod/DreamWorks SKG/AOL

“Gold Rush” –Season 1 (Live Reality/Interac-
tive)
Production Supervisor
Executive Producers: Mark Burnett/Ted Smith
UPM: Scott Fort –Mark Burnett Prod./JAM-
CAM/AOL

“Smith”- Pilot (Drama)
Production Coordinator
Executive Producers: John Wells/Brooke
Kennedy
Director: Christopher Chulack
UPM: Marie Cantin –John Wells Prod./Warner
Bros. TV

“Wanted” –Season 1 (Episodic-Action-Drama)
Production Coordinator
Producers: Jorge Zamacona/ Mel Efros
UPM: Pattee Roedig –Badlands
Prod/Spelling/Paramount

E r i c a  M c I n t o s h
562-243-2913 • Hispafrican@gmail.com

Bachelor of Arts – Film & Elec. Arts/Production Mgmt (CSULB) � Producers Guild of America � I.A.T.S.E. Local 871



PETER COLLEY 
Tel: (818) 704-7720 

Email: peter@petercolley.com 
Website: www.petercolley.com

HIGHLIGHTS

Peter Colley is an award-winning British/Canadian writer based in Los Angeles and
Toronto.  His stage plays and musicals have been produced in 28 countries, 48 of the 50 states in the
U.S. and every province in Canada.  He was nominated for the 2000 Humanitas Prize for screenwriting
and was a semi-finalist for the 2006 and 2007 Eugene O’Neill playwriting awards and the winner of
a 2008 New American Play Award from Theatre Communications Group (TCG), 2009 winner of New
Zealand’s NAPTA award for “Best Play”.  His new musical CAGNEY! was nominated for seven 2010
Florida Carbonell Awards and won the “Best New Work” Award (play or musical). 

From his start as one of the youngest playwrights ever produced at Canada’s National
Arts Centre, he has gone on to win one international, eight national and six regional awards for writing.
His plays have been translated into several languages (including sign-language for the deaf).  One of
his plays (I’ll Be Back Before Midnight) was named in a Toronto Globe & Mail retrospective on Cana-
dian theatre as  “the most produced Canadian play ever”.  This play has grossed over $35 million
worldwide.  For his body of work, the Canadian press called Mr. Colley “a national treasure”.

Peter Colley has been published by Samuel French Inc., (New York and London),
Baker’s Plays of Boston, Macmillans, and Simon & Pierre.  Two of his plays have been made into
feature films, with Mr. Colley writing both screenplays.  He has written extensively for CBS Televi-
sion, as well as the Fox Family Channel, British ITV, CBC Canada, WNET TV (New York). 

FILM: 
“ILLUSIONS” - Crystal Sky Prods/ Apricot Entertainment.  1992.  Starring Heather
Locklear, Ned Beatty, Robert Carradine, Emma Samms and Susannah York.  Based on
the stage play “I’ll Be Back Before Midnight!” by Peter Colley. Sole credit screenplay.
Associate Producer.  Prism Entertainment domestic/C.I.C. (Paramount/ Universal) for-
eign. Premiered on SHOWTIME, played on The Movie Channel / E! Entertainment
Channel / U.S.A. Channel. 

“THE MARK OF CAIN” - Vestron/Brightstar Films.  1987.  Starring Wendy Crewson
(co-star of “The Santa Claus/Air Force One”), and August Schellenberg (co-star “Free
Willy”/”Blackrobe”).  Based on the stage play “The Mark Of Cain” by Peter Colley.
Co-wrote the screenplay.    

“STOLEN LIVES” (Screenplay).  Based on the stage play by Peter Colley.  Winner
2001 Harold Greenberg Fund Award (The Movie Network).  Optioned by Imx Commu-
nications.  (continue)



TELEVISION:

“THE ZACK FILES” - Fox Family Television. 2000-2002.  Decode Entertainment.  
New series based on the books by Dan Greenberg. Helped develop series concept. 
Episodes: “Total Rewind” and “The Switch.”.

“WATERSHIP DOWN” - ITV Television (Britain) 2000.  Decode
Entertainment/Goodtimes/Nepenthe Productions.  New animated series based on the
classic novel by Richard Adams.  Wrote pilot/premiere script.

“MYTHIC WARRIORS” - CBS Television (CTV Canada).  1998-2000.  Animated
series based on Greek Mythology. Co-produced with France 3 TV, and Nelvana Com-
munications.  Episodes written: “Pegasus & Bellerophon,” “Atalanta & The Calydon-
ian Boar,”
“Perseus & Medusa,” “Persephone & Hades,” “Jason & The Argonauts,” “Jason &
Medea,” “Cadmus & Europa,” and “Phaeton & Helios.”  

“DUE SOUTH” - CBS Television. 1994-96 (96-98 in Canada).  Alliance Communi-
cations.  1 hour comedy-drama series.  Script consultant episodes #2 through #9. Co-
wrote story Episode #8

“CYBERCHASERS” - WNET Television, Channel 13, New York 1998.  Commis-
sioned pilot script for new TV series. 

“TRAILBLAZERS” - Nelvana Communications.  1998. Commissioned pilot for
new animated action-comedy series.   

STAGE (Selected):

“I’LL BE BACK BEFORE MIDNIGHT! (Mystery-Thriller) Canada's most produced
stage thriller with hundreds of productions in 28 countries, major professional productions
in the US, Canada (incl French-language in Quebec), Britain, Germany, Czechoslovakia,
Yugoslavia, Italy, Cyprus, Australia, New Zealand, Hong Kong, South Africa and Barbados
(an all-black version), The Isle of Man, Colombia, South America, Saudi Arabia, Argentina,
Bermuda, Jamaica, Malaysia and China. The play had extensive runs at the Vancouver
Playhouse and Toronto’s Saint Lawrence Centre and Tarragon Theatre. Published by
Samuel French Inc. (New York & London). National British tours in 1988, 2004, 2005,
Canadian tour 1992. 1995 at Italy’s Todi Festival of Arts and Theatre Ghione in Rome in
1996. 1999 in Switzerland and Italy on radio by Radio Svizzera Italiana. Translated into
several languages including a sign language version by the Idaho Deaf Theatre. In 1999
produced at the prestigious Theatre Royal, Windsor in England starring Dennis Waterman
star of British TV’s “Minder” and “The Sweeney”, and in 2001 it opened the English The-
atre of Hamburg’s 25th anniversary season. Record-breaking British tours in 2004 and
2005. 2008: Denmark, Munich, and across the USA. 2009 productions in Spain, 2010 Por-
tugal and numerous professional theatres including 2010 at the American Heartland The-
atre, Kansas City. In 2011 productions at The Showboat Theatre (Canada) and the
Shanghai Modern Theatre (in Mandarin). (continue)



“THE DONNELLYS” - (Drama) Premiere: The Grand Theatre in London (Ont) - broke
the theatre’s 70-year-old box office records at the historic 1200 seat opera house. The Na-
tional Arts Centre in Ottawa (Mr. Colley was one of the youngest playwrights ever produced
at Canada’s national theatre).  Numerous subsequent productions.  Published by MacMillans
(Anthology) and Simon & Pierre and The Dundurn Press. Required reading for certain
schools and universities - portion filmed by TV Ontario for educational programming and
also by Maclean Hunter Television.  

“YOU’LL GET USED TO IT! - THE WAR SHOW” - (Musical) Prof productions include
The Grand Theatre in London (Ont), The Performing Theatre Co in Toronto and other re-
gional theatres.  Canadian tour, sold-out run at the Muskoka Festival Theatre.  Record-
breaking productions at The Gryphon and The Lighthouse.  Sold-out production at the
Drayton Festival and Mississauga Music Theatre (both prods added performances due to
demand), The Sunshine Festival, The Stirling Festival, Western Canada Theatre Co in
2000.  Huron Country Playhouse and King’s Wharf Theatre in 2001. 2010 at The Rose
Theatre (Brampton).  Published by Simon & Pierre/The Dundurn Press. 

“WHEN THE REAPER CALLS” - (A Mysterious Comedy) Prem: The Gryphon Theatre,
Ont, (700 seat Equity).  Subsequent prof productions at the Lakeshore Summer Theatre,
The Upper Canada Playhouse (1998), and the Abqaiq Theatre in Saudi Arabia. Sell-out
production in 1999 at the Blyth Festival Theatre, Ontario, and remounted in 2000. Other pro-
ductions in 2000 include The Western Canada Theatre Company and The Gateway The-
atre, Vancouver. Produced in 2004 at the English Theatre of Hamburg, Germany, 2011 at
the Showboat Theatre plus many others in the UK, Canada, US and Italy. Published by
Samuel French Ltd (London).    

“THE MARK OF CAIN” - (Psychological Thriller) Also titled “THE MURDERER IN
THE MIRROR.”  Professional productions: the Muskoka Festival, the Lighthouse Theatre,
the 
Victoria Theatre, Kawartha Festival, Rainbow Theatre (1994),  Gravenhurst Opera
House (1996), Live Bait Summer Theatre (1998), New Brunswick.  US premiere in 2001:
Spotlite Theater, San Antonio, Texas.  Made into a feature film by Brightstar Films (Ve-
stron Video). 

“STOLEN LIVES” - (based on the true story of Albert Walker). Premiered at the Blyth Fes-
tival Theatre summer 2000.  The National Post called it: “a spellbinding experience,” “a thrilling
piece of contemporary drama,” “an absorbing and frightening glimpse into the mind of Albert
Walker,” and “a mature and thoughtful work.”  The London Free Press called it “chilling,” and
“gripping.”  Film rights sold to IMX Communications. 

(continue)



EDUCATION:

The Royal Grammar School, (Full Scholarship) Buckinghamshire, England 
(Founded Queen Elizabeth I in 1562). 
B.A. (Honours) University of Sheffield, England (Full Scholarship). 

Courses from
• University of Western Ontario, Canada (M.A. Post-graduate). 
Ontario Graduate Fellowship.  

• U.S.C. Film School.
Robert McKee Story Structure.

• U.C.L.A.
Artists & Writers Workshop (L.A.).

•American Film Institute (Hollywood). 

UNIONS:
Writers Guild of America, West (WGA).  Dramatists Guild (New York).  Playwrights Guild of
Canada.

AWARDS AND DISTINCTIONS:

• Winner 2010 Carbonell Award - “Best New Work”.   
• Winner 2009 “New American Play Award” Theatre Communications Group. 
• Winner 2009 NAPTA Award - “Best Play”.  
• Winner of  “International Cultural Personality” Award (Italy) 1996 from the Ministere
des Affaires Etrangeres et du Commerce International. 
• Inducted into the WHO’S WHO of Canada. 
• Winner: 1991 Petro-Canada “Stage One” Award for Drama. 
• Winner: 1993 Petro-Canada “Stage One” Award for Drama. 
•  Resident Playwright (3 years) Grand Theatre (then Canada’s largest regional theatre 

with 1200 seats). 
• 5 Canada Council National Arts Awards for Drama. 
• 4 Ontario Arts Council Provincial Awards for Drama. 
• Sole adjudicator: Canadian National Playwriting Competition. 
• One of 5 playwrights selected for CANADA ON STAGE - celebrating Canada’s 125th 
anniversary. 
• Writing Instructor for the Second City Comedy Troupe and Theatre Ontario. 
• Yorkshire Arts Council (England) Touring Award.
• Winner ìVictor Laudorumî (two years running): Royal Grammar School, 
Buckinghamshire, England. 

International media reviews and interviews available upon request.



DON KLEIN
donkleinmgt@gmail.com

(310) 358-3240

Don Klein began his career as an entertainment lawyer for Capitol Records upon
graduation from New York University Law School. He later joined The Irv
Schechter Company, a boutique talent agency, where, as Vice President, he
headed the motion picture and television department for twenty-one years. 

In 1998, Don started his own company, Don Klein Management Group, a personal
management and production company, where as president, he has represented writ-
ers, producers, directors and talent.

During Don’s thirty-five years in the entertainment field, he has excelled not only
in his scope as literary agent and personal manager, but has adopted a creative and
entrepreneurial record of achievement.

In 1992, Don produced, co-wrote and co-financed the theatrical feature FROZEN
ASSETS, a sophisticated,  romantic comedy starring Shelley Long, Corbin
Bernsen, and Larry Miller, and directed by George Miller. 

Don oversaw the theatrical distribution of the film and licensed the movie to 20th

Century Fox.  The film has aired successfully on STARZ/ENCORE, HBO, COM-
EDY CENTRAL, CINEMAX. This independent feature, Don’s first creative ef-
fort, proved to be — and continues to be — a profitable investment and a
successful creative production. Don is the exclusive owner of all rights in the film.

Don has represents TRI LAUREL PRODUCTIONS as a personal manager, legal
consultant, and creative collaborator. 


